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1. Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Bulgaria
1.1

Introduction

This research was conducted within a period of about two months at the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO) headquarters in Rome, from the 24th September to the 29th November 2013, at
AGA’s Animal Health Service (AGAH), under the supervision of:




Dr. Raffaele Mattioli, Senior Office AGAH, Diseases Ecology
Dr. Sergei Khomenko, Disease Ecology and Wildlife Specialist
Dr. Paone Massimo, Geospatial analyst AGAH

The work is focused on the analysis of data from the wild boars project started in Bulgaria in 2012, funded
by the European Commission for the control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (EUFMD), to study the potential
role of this species for maintaining and spreading diseases.
All information from the telemetry studies and non-invasive sampling method was provided by Sergei
Khomenko (Wildlife specialist, FAO) and Alexandrov Tsiviatko (Wildlife Epidemiology Consultant,
Bulgaria), who conducted the field work and data collection.
In 2011 was registered a case of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) in a wild boar (Sus scrofa) in Southeast
Bulgaria, followed by eleven FMD outbreaks in livestock. The involvement of wild boar in the Bulgaria
outbreak suggested that wildlife needed to be monitored thorough early detection methods that could be a
useful addition to an effective passive surveillance system in domestic animals (EFSA, 20121).
Better understanding of the size of home ranges, habitat selection and movement patterns of wild boar is
important for both retrospective analyses of data, as well as prospective evaluation of the risk of possible
future FMDV incursions, facilitated by wild boar to different areas of Europe. This may assist European risk
managers in future to incorporate tracking of wild boar following a disease event, such as Foot-and-MouthDisease, Classical Swine Fever or African Swine Fever and where movements may be affected by hunting or
other action.
It is necessary to study the role of wild boar in FMD epidemic as a potential epidemiological reservoir of the
disease in different environments and risks of FMD introduction to domestic livestock herds. (Tsviatko A.,
2013a2).

1

EFSA Panel on Animal Health and Welfare (AHAW), 2012; Scientific Opinion on foot-and-mouth disease in Thrace. EFSA
Journal 2012;10(4):2635. 91 pp. doi:10.2903/j.efsa.2012.2635.
2
Tsviatko A., 2013a. Tracking wild boar for evaluation of its role for possible spread of Foot-and Mouth-Disease Virus & defining
systems for non-invasive sampling of susceptible wildlife for early detection of Foot and Mouth Disease incursion. FINAL REPORT
16 May 2012-13 April 2013. EUFMD/FAO
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1.2

The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
(FAO) and the European Commission for the control of Foot-andMouth Disease (EUFMD)3

The FAO is an agency that, joining international efforts to defeat hunger, serves both developed and
developing countries, acting as a neutral forum where all nations meet as equals to negotiate agreements and
debate policy. FAO is also a source of knowledge and information, and helps developing countries and
countries in transition to improve agriculture, forestry, fisheries and zootechnical practices, ensuring good
nutrition and food security for all. Nowadays FAO has 194 member states, along with the European Union, a
"member organization".
Within the Agriculture and Consumer Protection Department (AG) there is the Animal Production and
Health Division (AGA), frequently involved in emergency responses triggered either by the incursion of
severe animal diseases, which have the ability to rapidly spread over large geographical areas (“Transboundary animal diseases”, TADs) into previously unaffected countries or regions, or by natural and manmade disasters such as droughts, floods, earthquakes, civil strife etc. Both types of emergency have in
common that they can severely affect livestock-related livelihoods.
AGA’s Animal Health Service (AGAH) is FAO’s source of technical expertise required for the rapid and
effective control of trans-boundary disease emergencies. In support of Member countries affected by an
animal disease emergency and those at risk, AGAH activities combine early disease detection with early
warning and early response. Early warning is based on disease intelligence and surveillance carried out
jointly with the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE). Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health
(CMC-AH), as the joint operational arm of FAO’s Emergency Prevention System for Trans-boundary
Animal and Plant Pests and Diseases (EMPRES), and FAO’s emergency operations and Rehabilitation
Division, is entrusted with early response activities.
The European Commission for the control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (EUFMD) has a secretariat team
based in FAO. The EUFMD Commission was born in 1954 to coordinate European efforts to tackle FMD.
Today it counts 37 member states, including Georgia and Turkey. The EUFMD works closely with other
international organizations such as the OIE, the FAO and with neighboring countries, including Russia, to
reduce the devastation caused by this disease. It is funded by member state contributions and by the
European Union. When an FMD outbreak happens in a country or area which is normally free from disease,
rapid and effective action is required to stop further spread, eliminate the infection, and regain the ability to
trade with other countries again. The EUFMD supports this by providing training to member countries on a
number of areas.

3

Web References:
http://www.fao.org
http://www.fao.org/ag/againfo/home/en/index.htm
http://www.fao.org/ag/againfo/commissions/eufmd/en/
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1.3

Wild boar (Sus scrofa)

1.3.1 Taxonomy
Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Mammalia

Superorder
Ungulates

Suborder
Suiformes

Family
Suidae

Subfamily:
Suinae

Genus
Sus

Order
Artiodactyla
Species
Sus Scrofa Linnaeus, 1758

Wild boar (Fig.1) is an ungulates classified as Least Concern (LC) in the IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature) Red List of Threatened Species, that recognizes this species in no imminent danger
due to his wide range of habitat types (Oliver W., Leus K., 20084). Wild boar is the wild form from which
were derived, through a long process of domestication, most of the breeds of domestic pigs, feral pigs
(escaped domestic pigs that have formed free-living feral groups) and hybrid combinations (Monaco et al.,
20035). The terminology used for Sus scrofa populations includes: wild boars, wild hogs, wild swines, feral
pigs, wild pigs and razorbacks. Still unclear is the subspecies taxonomic classification, further complicated
by the hybridization between domestic pigs and wild boars and by and the interbreeding between subjects
that have evolved in different geographical areas and introduced by man (Monaco et al., 20035). It is
normally preferred to talk about ecotype rather than subspecies; this term emphasizes the fact that a
population has evolved under the pressure of certain ecological factors that have influenced the genetic and
morphological features (Massei e Genov, 20006). Four informal regional groupings are identified (Western,
Indian, Oriental and Indonesian breeds), capable of accommodating the various subspecies in order to
distinguish certain morphological characteristics (Monaco et al., 2003 5). Wild boar population has increased
in recent decades in Europe, possibly due to a combination of factors, such as the depopulation of rural areas,
changes in agricultural practices, reintroduction, lack of predators, reduced hunting pressure and climatic
changes (Genov, 19817). However there is a lack of accurate information about European wild boar density
and population estimation.

1.3.2 Habitat and home range
The geographical area in which wild boar is present is one of the largest among those exhibited by wild
ungulates (Fig.2 and Fig.3). It covers a large part of the Eurasian continent and the northern portion of Africa
(Monaco et al., 20035), extending to the United States, Australia, Latin America and New Zealand, where it
is considered an exotic species (Massei and Genov, 20006).

4

Oliver W., Leus K., 2008. Sus scrofa. In: IUCN 2013. IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 2013.1.
http://www.iucnredlist.org. Downloaded 08 October 2013.
5
Monaco A., Franzetti B., Pedrotti L. e Toso S. 2003. Linee guida per la gestione del cinghiale. Ministero Politiche Agricole e
Forestali – Istituto Nazionale per la Fauna Selvatica.
6
Massei G. e Genov P., 2000. Il cinghiale. Edagricole – Edizioni agricole della Calderini s.r.l.
7
Genov P., 1981. Significance of natural biocenoses and agrocenoses as the source of food for wild boar (Sus scrofa L.). Ekol. Pol.,
29: 117-136.
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Fig.1 Male of wild boar.

Fig.2 Distribution range of wild boar
populations on blue.

on green, and introduced

Fig.3 Wild boar density Head / Km sq. (Open Session of the EuFMD: 2012, Jerez de la Frontera, Spain8).

Wild boar occupies a wide variety of habitats, from intensively cultivated and populated areas of the plains,
to the mountainous horizons covered with deciduous and mixed forests, pushing seasonally also into highaltitude meadows (Monaco et al., 20035). Particularly unfavorable to the species are cold winters with frozen
ground and a consistent snow cover (Bieber and Ruf, 20059; Massei and Genov 20006) that prevent
8

Open sessions of the standing technical and research committees of the EuFMD Commission. Appliance of Science in the
progressive control of FMD: 29-31 October 2012 Jerez de la Frontera, Spain.
9
Bieber C. and Ruf T., 2005. Population dynamics in wild boar (Sus scrofa): ecology, elasticity of growth rate and implications for
the management of pulsed resource consumers. Journal of Applied Ecology, 42: 1203-1213
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movements and food availability. Also extreme agricultural land use determines the disappearance of
wooded areas to be used as areas of shelter (Monaco et al., 20035).
The home range concept was first defined by W. H. Burt (Burt, 194310) as the area in which an animal
performs its daily activities such as feed, hunt, breed, raise their young and so on. This term is not the same
concept of territory, which indicates the exclusive defense by an individual or by a group of individuals
against intrusion of conspecifics and occasionally of other species (Burt, 194311). The survival of animals is
based on their ability to move the environment and the consequent ability to exploit the space that surrounds
them, knowing thoroughly (Burt, 194311). The home range of an animal is typically constructed from a set of
location points that have been collected over a period of time, identifying the position in space of an
individual at many points in time. Such data could be collected automatically using GPS/GSM collars placed
on individuals that transmit through satellites and mobile technology at regular intervals. Many factors
determine the home range size and the activity of the wild boar, some of these are related to individual
features such as age, sex and physiological status (Attuquayefio et al., 198611); others depend on the
availability of food resources (Ostfeld, 199012) and population density (Sanderson, 196613). Human
disturbance, hunting pressure (Jullien et all., 199014) and the presence of predators play as well an important
role in wild boar ecology. The movements of females are characterized by a strong loyalty to a number of
preferred areas, with daily limited displacements. Adult males and young adopt instead more exploratory
behavior, covering greater distances (Monaco et al., 2003 5). Generally, the annual home range can vary from
180 to 5000 ha for females and from 220 to 10000 ha for males (Monaco et al., 20035).

1.3.3 Behavior
The wild boar is normally active at dawn and dusk, although it may be nocturnal in areas where it is hunted
and preyed (Monaco et al., 20035). It generally forages in early morning and late afternoon or at night, but
resting for periods during both night and day. The daytime activity may increase in winter even in relation to
atmospheric conditions; in fact, when temperatures are colder there is greater energy expenditure to move at
night (Massei and Genov, 20006). Wallowing is the favorite activity, taking place several times during each
summer afternoons in muddy waterholes. In winter, this frequency drops to about once per week. After
wallowing, the wild boar rubs against trees and bushes, a territorial marker activity. Wild boar are excellent
swimmers and have been documented swimming between offshore islands up to 7 km apart. Also during this
project was possible to document a passage across a water course (Fig.4): on the 10th January 2013 a 4 years
old male wild boar tracked in Bulgaria, was in Romania for one hour and then came back. This animal
proves that big rivers as Danube cannot be a barrier for wild boar and, consequently, for possibly diseases
spread in domestic swine.

10

Burt W. H., 1943. Territoriality and home range concepts as applied to mammals. Journal of Mammalogy 24 (3): 346–352.
JSTOR 1374834.
11
Attuquayefio D. K., Gorman M. L., Wolton R. J., 1986. Home range sizes in the Woodmouse Apodemus sylvaticus: habitat sex and
seasonal differences. J. Zool. (lond) 210:45-53.
12
Ostfeld, R. S. (1990). The ecology of territoriality in small mammals. Trends Ecol. Evol. 5: 411-415.
13
Sanderson G. C., 1966. The study of mammal movements- A review. J. Wildl. Manage. 30: 215-234
14
Jullien J. M., Vivien I., Brandt S., Vassant J., 1990. Activité alimentaire et domaines vitaux de cinq sangliers males suivis par
radiopistage dans le massif de Chateauvillaidkc-en-Barrois. Bull. Mens. O.N.C. 150: 27-32.
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Fig.4 Four years old male of wild boar tracked in Bulgaria, swimming through Danube River.

Adult males are usually solitary outside of the breeding season (Boitani et al., 199415). Groups of pigs are
often comprised of 2 to 3 adult sows, with their young (Fig. 5) and the majority younger pigs (both sub-adult
males and females) or other related individuals (Gabor et al., 1999 16; Spencer et al., 200517). These groups
are called sounders and typically number around 20 animals, although groups of over 50 have been seen.
Group structure changes with the coming and going of farrowing females, the migration of maturing males
(usually when they reach around 20 months) and the arrival of unrelated sexually active males. Wild boars
rest in tight groups with bodily contact; the resting place, used several times before being abandoned, is
made of numerous troughs lined with leaves and branches.

Fig.5 Two sows with piglets

15

Boitani L., Mattei L., Nonis D., Corsi F., 1994. Spatial and activity patterns of wild boars in Tuscany, Italy. Journal of
Mammalogy 75(3):600-612.
16
Gabor T. M., Hellgren E. C., Van Den Bussche R. A., Silvy N.J., 1999. Demography, sociospatial behaviour and genetics of feral
pigs (Sus scrofa) in a semi-arid environment. J. Zool., Lond. (1999) 247, 311-322. The Zoological Society of London.
17
Spencer P.B.S., Lapidge S.J., Hampton J.O., Pluske J.R., 2005. The socio genetic structure of a controlled feral pig population.
Wildlife Research 32, 297–304.
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1.3.4 Diet
Wild boars are omnivorous; they can adapt their diet in relation to food availability in different environments
and seasons (Massei and Genov, 20006). Being mono-gastric, they are less capable than ruminant ungulates,
to extract carbohydrates from cellulose (Massei and Genov, 2004 18). Consequently, their diet must be
supplemented with animal protein or high energy plant foods, such as acorns, seeds and chestnuts, which
represent the preferred natural diet of this species (Massei and Genov, 2000 6). Good part of the diet of wild
boar is made up of foods found in the ground and it spends a large amount of time rooting for tubers, roots,
bulbs and invertebrates (Genov P., 198119). The plants, however, make up the bulk of the food ingested and
can be divided into four main categories: grass, roots, green part of plants and feed of agricultural origin
(Schley and Roper, 200320). Analysis of stomach contents indicate that the vegetal substances, mainly fruits,
seeds, roots and tubers, representing 90% of the diet (Monaco et al., 2003) or otherwise the largest volume
ingested (Schley and Roper, 200320).
Sources of animal origin food are extremely variable both when compared with different populations, both
within the same population in consecutive years, but always present and rarely exceeding 10% of the
ingested volume (Massei and Genov, 20005). The proteins of animal origin, even if used in variable
quantities, play a key role in the wild boar metabolism. This food is essentially composed by insects, larvae,
earthworms, snails, birds and small rodents, often in the form of carrion (Schley and Roper, 2003 20). The
proportion of different categories of food varies depending on the age of the wild boar: the small weanling
and young less than two years consume, compared to adults, greater quantities of animal food, conversely,
adults use more underground food (Dardaillon, 198921). The quality and quantity of food resources influence
the mating period, falling in autumn in the years of high food availability and moves more and more towards
winter in years of food shortages.
Wild boar largely prefers eating foods in the bush or forestry zones and aims at crops only in the absence of
natural trophic sources (Massei and Genov, 20005). This behavior is especially evident in populations well
laid out, consisting of an adult animal with experience in search of food and good knowledge of the area in
which it lives. If crops or high-energy food become temporarily unavailable, wild boar can migrate over
distances of up to 100-150 km (Singer et al. 198122). Unstructured populations with an excess of young
individuals are those which determine the higher impact due to excessive displacements of inexperienced
animals (Nicoloso and De Stefani, 200523).

18

Massei G. and Genov P., 2004. The environmental impact of wild boar. Galemys 16 (n° especial): 135-145
Genov P., 1981. Food composition of wild boar in north-eastern and western Poland. Acta Theriol., 26: 185-205.
20
Schley L., Roper T., 2003. Diet of wild boar (Sus scrofa) in Western Europe, with particular reference to consumption of
agricultural crops. Mammal Review 33:43-56.
21
Dardaillon M., 1987. Seasonal feeding habits of the wild boar in a Mediterranean wetland, the Camargue (Southern France). Acta
Theriol., 32: 389-401.
22
Singer F. J., Otto D. K., Tipton A. R., Hable C. P., 1981. Home ranges, movements and habitat use of European wild boar in
Tennessee. J. Wildl. Manage., 45: 343-353.
23
Nicoloso S., De Stefani G., 2005. Problematiche gestionali e prevenzione dell’impatto sulle attività antropiche. Veneto
agricoltura.
19
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1.3.5 Reproduction and population dynamics
Wild boar is one of the species among the ungulates with the highest reproductive capacity: its local density
can double in a year (Massei and Genov, 200419). However, the population productivity varies widely in
relation to food availability, distribution by age and physiological condition of females, as well as social and
climatic factors (Massei and Toso, 199324).
The physiological sexual maturity is one year of age for males and even less for females (Perco, 1987 9) and
participation in the reproduction of the latter is influenced mainly by the weight (Massei and Toso, 1993 25).
Generally females reproduce only once a year if at least in sub-adult age: after a resting phase, follows the
oestrus that usually occurs between November and January, with a breeding peak between March and May
(Bieber and Ruf, 200525).
In years with exceptional food availability, the duration of oestrus is considerably reduced and there are two
breeding seasons, respectively in September and in April-May (Massei and Toso, 199325). For this reason,
the difference between the pre-reproductive and post-reproductive population, can vary from 50 to 200%
(Perco, 19879; Massei and Toso 199325; Monaco et al., 20035).
During the breeding season, adult males or lonely, join females group formed by adult subjects and young,
breeded the preceding season. Gestation lasts approximately 114-119 days, with a variable number of piglets
ranging from 4-8 (Perco, 19879), 5-6 (Massei and Toso, 199325) or 3-5 (Massei and Genov, 200019) subjects.
Within the group, the oestrus of females appears synchronized, so the offspring group born in the same
period (Massei, Genov, 2000). The high reproductive potential combined with the high mortality of young,
ranks wild boar among the species that adopt a strategy of type r (production of many young and relatively
poor parental care), contrary to what happens for most of the ungulates (Massei and Toso, 199325).

1.3.6 Diseases and health issues
Around the world, feral pigs and wild boar can be infected by a range of serious diseases with important
productivity, public health and economic consequences. Feral pig is an exotic, invasive pest species in many
areas of the world. However, in parts of Europe, wild boar is an increasingly abundant native species (Artois
et al., 200226). Wild boar is a problematic species from the point of view of health mainly due to two causes:

1. Wild boar (Sus Scrofa, Linnaeus, 1758) and domestic pig (Sus scrofa domesticus, Linnaeus 1758) belong
to the same species, consequently they are receptive to the same diseases and infections (Tab.1);
2. Wild boar is behaviorally adaptive and widespread throughout Europe.

24

Massei G., Toso S., 1993. Biologia e gestione del cinghiale. Istituto Nazionale per la Fauna Selvatica, Documenti tecnici, 5.
Bieber, C., Ruf, T., 2005. Population dynamics in wild boar Sus scrofa: ecology, elasticity of growth rate and implications for the
management of pulsed resource consumers. Journal of Applied Ecology 42, 1203-1213.
26
Artois, M., Depner, K.R., Guberti, V., Hars, J., Rossi, S., Rutili, D., 2002. Classical swine fever (hog cholera) in wild boar in
Europe. Revue Scientifique et Technique 21 (2), 287–303.
25
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Tab.1 Main diseases and zoonosis affecting wild boar (27)











Swine Brucellosis
Pseudorabies (Aujeszky's Disease)
Trichinosis
Leptospirosis
Toxoplasmosis
Classical Swine Fever (CSF);
African Swine Fever (ASF)
Streptococcus
External parasites (fleas, lice and ticks)
Internal
parasites
(roundworms,
liver
flukes,
kidneyworms, lungworms, stomachworms, whipworms)












Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD)
Anthrax
Hepatitis E
PRRS
Tularemia
West Nile virus
E. coli
Salmonella
Bovine Tuberculosis
Influenza

1.3.7 Factors affecting introduction and spread of infectious diseases in wild boars
populations
There is abundant evidence to suggest that ecological and behavioral factors, including social organization,
habitat and the presence of other susceptible hosts in an area will affect the patterns of a disease that will
occur in wild boars (Cowled B. and Garner G., 200828).
 Population distribution, density and habitat connectivity
The spatial overlap or the connectivity between local groups of animals can affect disease behavior,
particularly its establishment and spread. The pathogen spread occurs easily along continuous habitat within
a common population, but slowly from a population to another, where populations were divided by
unfavorable habitat (Hampton et al., 200629).
A good knowledge of the general distribution of animals across the landscape, the local distribution and
connectivity of close wild boar groups, is required to understand the possible spread of disease. The available
knowledge can form the basis for the development of risk maps, showing the potential presence of wild
boars across broad regions and can therefore be useful to predict risk areas. Generally the higher the
population density, the greater the likelihood of disease transmission, since contact rates between individuals
within the population are likely to be higher (Cowled B., Garner G., 200827). The animal density is therefore
strongly related to the productivity of suitable habitat within an area and this can be measured by the
abundance of three essential resources: food, shelter and reliable water supplies (Choquenot et al., 199630).
Many ecological studies have demonstrated that wild boars are relatively sedentary, within fixed seasonal
home ranges, displaying little or no dispersal, but moving small distances daily within their larger home

27

Source: http://fazd.tamu.edu
Cowled B., Garner G., 2008. A review of geospatial and ecological factors affecting disease spread in wild pigs: Considerations
for models of foot-and-mouth disease spread. Preventive Veterinary Medicine 87 (2008) 197–212. Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.prevetmed.2008.03.012.
29
Hampton J., Spencer P.B.S., Ellio, A.D., Thompso, R.C.A., 2006. Prevalence of zoonotic pathogens from feral pigs in major
public drinking water catchments in Western Australia. EcoHealth 3, 103–108.
30
Choquenot, D., McIlroy, J., Korn, T., 1996. Managing Vertebrate Pests: Feral Pigs. Bureau of Resource Sciences, Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, p. 163.
28
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range (Choquenot et al., 199629). Daily home ranges recorded by Saunders and Kay (1991 31) and Caley
(199332) were approximately 1 square km, within a larger home range. It is important to consider that a
disease may affect the movements of animals. For many diseases there is good evidence that infected
animals display significantly different behavior than that of healthy individuals (Gudelj and White, 2004 33).
For example, the serious clinical effects of a highly pathogenic disease such as FMD, which in susceptible
domestic pigs includes fever, inappetence and lameness (Geering et al., 1995 34) would likely reduce the
movements of clinically affected wild boars. In this case, the movements of most relevance to disease spread
are those that occur when the wild boar is infected but before displaying the clinical signs (i.e. during the late
incubation period).
 Distribution and density of other susceptible species
Where a disease affects multiple species that are in contact, the epidemiology of the disease in single wildlife
species cannot be considered in isolation (Morgan et al., 200635). Wild boars are sympatric with outdoor
domestic livestock and other wildlife species. For this reason, the presence of alternate hosts may increase
the rate and extent of regional spread of disease and may lead to disease persisting where otherwise it would
die out if it only infected suidae. However some evidence on FMD demonstrate that once the disease is
controlled in domestic livestock, the prevalence rapidly falls in most wildlife hosts (Thomson et al., 200336).
 Social organization and group structure
Wild boars are rarely distributed homogenously in suitable habitat, since they have strong social and
territorial tendencies, commonly forming groups within overlapping home ranges (Choquenot et al., 199629).
The groups generally consist of two or more sows and their young (Spencer et al., 200537). Adult and often
juvenile boars are solitary and territorial (Choquenot et al., 199629). The group sizes varied from single pigs
up to groups of 100 with season, climate and location influences (Choquenot et al., 199629). The interaction
between social groups (herds) take place during breeding, at common water and food areas, possibly sources
for the exchange of diseases.
 Climatic or seasonal effects
For example, during times of high rainfall is reported that wild boars can disperse more widely, change their
habitat use (Hone, 199038) and can reduce their group sizes (Caley, 199339). This is probably because high
rainfall may result in more widespread and abundant food reserves and more dispersed water supplies.
Alternatively, during times of the year when rainfall is low and subsequently food supplies are limited, home
range size, densities and the movements of pigs can be increased (Caley, 199338).
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1.4

Bulgaria: country general information

The Republic of Bulgaria is a country located in South-eastern part of Europe, in a portion of the Balkan
Peninsula (Fig.6). It is bordered by Romania to the north, Serbia and Macedonia to the west, Greece and
Turkey to the south, and the Black Sea to the east. The territory is 110,994 square km. It is a member of the
European Union since 2007 and is one of the 178 OIE (World Organization for Animal Health) members.
The administrative structure consisted of 28 Provinces and each one takes its names from its respective
capital cities. The provinces are divided into 264 Municipalities. The population of 7.36 million people is
predominantly urban and mainly concentrated in the administrative centers of each province.
The relief of Bulgaria is varied: in the relatively small territory of the country there are extensive lowlands,
plains, hills, low and high mountains, many valleys and deep gorges. The main characteristic of Bulgaria’s
topography is alternating bands of high and low terrain extending east to west across the country. From north
to south, those bands are the Danubian Plain, which runs along both sides of the border with Romania; the
Balkan Mountains; the Thracian Plain; and the Rhodope Mountains. The southern edge of the Danubian
Plain slopes upward into the foothills of the Balkans, which are highest in the western part of the country.
Thracian Plain is roughly triangular, beginning southeast of Sofia and broadening as it reaches the Black Sea
coast. The Balkan Mountains run laterally through the middle of the country. The mountainous southwest of
the country has two alpine ranges, Rila and Pirin, which border the lower but more extensive Rhodope
Mountains to the east. Plains occupy about one-third of the territory, while plateaus and hills occupy 41%.
The country has a dense network of about 540 rivers, most of which are relatively small and with low water
levels.
Bulgaria has a dynamic climate, which results from its being positioned at the meeting point of
Mediterranean and continental air masses and the barrier effect of its mountains. Northern Bulgaria averages
are cooler and registers 200 millimeters more precipitation annually than the regions south of the Balkan
mountains. Temperature amplitudes vary significantly in different areas. Precipitation averages about 630
millimetres per year, and varies from 500 millimetres in Dobrudja to more than 2,500 millimetres in the
mountains. Continental air masses bring significant amounts of snowfall during winter.

Fig.6 Bulgaria geography
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1.5

Foot-and-Mouth Disease

Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a viral disease affecting a diverse range of cloven-hoofed animal hosts.
There are about 100 different susceptible species (Weaver et al., 201340), including cattle, pigs, sheep, and
goats together with wildlife species such as buffalo, deer and wild boar. This infectious disease can evolve
into severe epidemics that cause significant loss of productivity of susceptible livestock. FMD has important
economic impacts and constrains meat exporting countries to implement massive control programs through
culling, strict monitoring, vaccination, trade restrictions and quarantines (Paton et al. 2009 41). Laboratory
diagnosis of any suspected FMD case is therefore a matter of urgency.
The Office International des Epizooties (OIE), based in France, collects and monitors reports of FMD
worldwide. The World Reference Laboratory, Animal Health Institute (Pirbright, UK) confirms, identifies
and types the virus serotypes involved. FMD is a notifiable disease, classified as one of the highly contagious
List A diseases by the OIE for its great potential for causing severe economic loss in the livestock industry.
Notification of changes in disease status of countries members to the OIE is compulsory. Because of its
economic implications for animal production in non-endemic areas, such as Europe, FMD epidemiology has
been well studied in high density domestic populations (Cottam et al. 2008 42), and in most parts of the world
eradication is a reachable objective (Melo et al. 2002 43). Currently 101 out of 178 OIE member countries are
not free of FMD (OIE, 201344) (Fig.7 and Fig.8). The potential impact of FMD on the EU is evident from the
2001 FMD epidemic that affected 4 Member States. Sporadic incursions into disease-free areas can have a
devastating socio-economic impact as typified by the epidemic in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2001, which
resulted in approximately 2,000 infected premises, seven million slaughtered animals and £8 billion of direct
and indirect losses (Thompson, 200245).
Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) is a member of Aphthovirus genus, within the Picornaviridae family.
It is a non-enveloped, single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus. Seven distinct serotypes of FMDV are
known, named: O, A, C, SAT-1, SAT-2, SAT-3 and Asia-1. Serotypes O and A are widely distributed
around the globe, whereas the SAT serotypes (Southern African Territories) and the Asia-1 serotype are
usually quite restricted in their location. Within each serotype there are also many strains. There is limited or
no cross-protection following either infection or vaccination between each serotype and the virus sequences
are quite diverged. At one time different strains were assigned to different subtypes on a serological basis but
now different viruses are frequently classified into lineages and sub-lineages based on nucleotide sequence
analysis of one of the viral proteins (called VP1). Currently no vaccination against FMDV is permitted in
Europe, except in the face of an outbreak.
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FMDV shows a long survival in the external environment. It is killed by prolonged exposure to sunlight (due
to drying and heating) and rapidly by acids and strong alkalis. However it has been reported to remain
infective for over 2.5 years in carrier cattle, 1 year in infected premises and in hides, 2 months in carrier deer,
15 weeks on wood, hay and straw, 10-12 weeks on infected feed or clothing, 8 weeks in fragments of
infected skin in winter, and 4 weeks on hair and soil particles (46). Transmission of FMD infection is
operated by direct contacts within groups of socializing susceptible hosts (by infected or carrier animals) and
through environmental mediated transmission (contaminated objects containing/carrying virus, aerosol,
animal products) maintained by the spatial habitat units.
FMD cannot be differentiated clinically from other vesicular diseases. The FMD virus causes a high fever for
two or three days, followed by blisters in the mouth, on the tongue and lips, on the teats and between the
hooves that may rupture and cause lameness. The disease is rarely fatal in adult animals but there is often
high mortality in young animals. It causes severe production losses and while the majority of affected
animals recover, the disease often leaves them weakened and debilitated.

Fig.7 FMD: world situation (OIE, 2013)

Fig.8 European situation (OIE, 2013)

1.5.1 FMD in wildlife in Europe
Despite numerous review articles on FMD in wildlife (Schaftenaar, 200247; Thomson et al., 200348; Pinto,
200449; Arzt et al., 201150), important science-based information is lacking (Roeder, 200951). Although it is
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well known that FMDV can infect a wide range of different species, the epidemiological significance of
wildlife for maintenance of virus circulation is not well established, with the exception of African buffalo
(Syncerus caffer) which maintain the virus within herds for many years (Condry et al., 198552). Within
Europe, the widespread outbreaks of FMDV which occurred until the early 1980s were controlled just within
the domestic animal population, and when spread occurred to wildlife, the disease was not maintained.
However, since the cessation of vaccination against FMDV in Europe (in the early 1990s), which lead to all
cloven hoofed animals becoming susceptible, there has been a significant increase in the population of some
susceptible wild life species, such as wild boar (Breithaupt et al., 201247). The estimated wildlife population
sizes in Europe (spring-post harvest census) data is about:




4,500,000 heads of wild boar (Putman, 201153);
9,500,000 heads of roe deer (Burbaitė and Csanyi, 200954);
1,700,000 heads of red deer (Burbaitė and Csanyi, 201055).

That means over 22 million of FMD European susceptible ungulates (after the spring reproduction season), a
very important number correlated to the possible ecological and economic impact of this disease (Danilkin
199956, 200257). All seven serotypes (O, A, C, Asia-1, SAT-1, SAT-2, and SAT-3) of FMDV have been
found in wildlife. Within each serotype there are regional differences in the virus called topotypes.
Topotypes can be sometimes used to determine the origin of the strain involved in an outbreak. Foot and
mouth disease virus appears to behave differently according to serotype and host factors.
Although FMD has been confirmed, through both natural and experimental infections, in more than 100
species of wild, domesticated, and laboratory animals, it is almost exclusively a disease of livestock (EFSA,
20121). In fact, the wildlife has been suspected as the origin of apparent spontaneous outbreaks of FMD, but
no scientific evidence exists to support this. Observations of seropositive wildlife were made in areas with
concurrent FMD outbreaks in livestock were usually considered to be the result of transmission from
domestic animals rather than stand-alone epidemics in wild boar or deer species (Sludskiy, 1956 58;
Goreglyad, 197259; Danilkin, 200257). A possible mechanism for the introduction of FMD into the EU might
therefore be an undetected epidemic in susceptible wildlife, in particular wild boar, in FMD endemic
countries adjacent to Member States (EFSA, 20121). The diversity of FMD viruses and their behavior make
it problematic to generalize any one strategy for management or control. Currently, there are no
commercially available FMD vaccines approved for use in wildlife. For these reasons, a standardized
protocols and guiding documents on how to deal with potential FMD epidemics in wildlife should be
developed. A non-invasive sampling technique that would allow early detection of viruses (e.g. in the saliva)
needs to be developed.
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1.5.2 FMD in wild boar
The clinical course of FMD in wild boar was studied by Breithaupt et al. (201260) and can be summarized as
follows (Fig.9). After an incubation period of only a few days (2 to 4 days) first clinical signs are noticed.
The severity of the clinical course is rather mild, compared with disease in domestic pigs. Although severe
foot lesions are seen, the animal’s mobility does not seem to be impaired substantially. Viraemia starts very
early, already 2 days after exposure and lasts for up to one week while the virus shedding, which starts also
during the incubation period, may last up to 9 days.
Experimental studies using feral pigs (Mohamed, 2011 61) or wild boar (Breithaupt et al., 201247) indicate that
clinical signs of FMD infection in these hosts can be milder and that the incubation period can be longer than
in domesticated pigs. Moreover, these studies have indicated that, at least under these close contact
conditions, wild boar can transmit the virus to domestic pigs. However, the situation in the ‘‘field’’ could be
rather different. In the case of the outbreaks in Bulgaria in 2011, there are reports (EU Veterinary Expert
Team) of direct contact between wild boar and domesticated livestock from the 1 stoutbreak site. Accordingly,
it is unclear which animal species were infected first.
Viral RNA can be detected in tissue samples and oropharyngeal fluids constantly or intermittently for much
longer, over two weeks (up to 27 days). Antibodies can be already detected after the first week of infection
and have been shown to remain for at least 28 days, when the experiment was terminated. Since the mobility
of wild boar may not be substantially impaired by the disease, as shown in the wild boar experiment and that
these animals show an early onset of viral excretion, there is a potential role for wild boar to spread FMDV
and to maintain an epidemic, particularly in areas with a high wild boar density. However, based on these
findings and the lack of evidence for a carrier state in domestic pigs, it can be concluded that wild boar
probably do not play a crucial role as long term virus carriers.

Fig.9 Suggested FMD infection dynamics in wild boar based on the
experimental data of Breithaupt et al. (60)
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1.6

2011: FMD in Wild Boar in Bulgaria

The 5th of January 2011 the first foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) case in wildlife was reported in the
European Union (EU), in South-East Bulgaria. It was a wild boar (Sus scrofa) with lesions in the feet
(Fig.10), shot during the regular hunting season in an area located 2 km north of the Turkish border, in
Strandzha mountains (municipality of Tsarevo, in Burgas Region). This was the first outbreak of FMD in
Bulgaria since 1996. Until the 7th April 2011, the date of the last outbreak, other eleven outbreaks were
confirmed in livestock kept in that mountainous forest area which stretches into Turkish Thrace and
inhabited by a rich susceptible wild and feral fauna (Fig.11 and Tab.2).
According to the 2011 census data, in Bulgaria there were 76,402 wild boar, 86,648 roe deer and 21,140 red
deer. In Burgas region (Fig.12) these figures were 6,958, 4,467 and 1,905 heads, respectively (data:
Bulgarian MoF). So, according to the spring 2011 population census, wild boar was the most abundant
species (average density 2.1 heads per square km) followed by roe deer (1.5 heads per square km) and red
deer (0.7 heads per square km). Overall, in spring, there were around 11,000 FMD susceptible wild animals,
found most abundantly in the districts of Malko Tarnovo (Burgas region) and Bolyarovo (Yambol region).
The VP1 sequence analysis of the wild boar samples by the IAH Pirbright (Institute of Animal Health), FAO
World Reference Laboratory for FMD (WRLFMD), indicated the FMD virus was a serotype O, topotype
ME-SA, strain PanAsia-2ANT-10, which had more than 99.5% affinity with samples isolated in 2010 in Iran
and Turkey. The sub-lineage of the O-PanAsia strain was identified in Pakistan and Iran and named OPanAsia-2 and become widespread in the Middle East (Valdazo-Gonzalez, 201162). The Bulgarian virus
sequences different by only one nucleotide from sequences of contemporary FMDV obtained from seven
different provinces in Anatolia (Turkey) in 2010, where the disease is endemic (Valdazo-Gonzalez et al.,
201263). All Bulgarian sequences shared a single putative common ancestor closely related to the virus from
the wild boar (Valdazo-Gonzalez et al., 201263).

Fig.10 FMD-positive wild boar with feet lesions (64).
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Despite epidemiological investigations, the primary source of the FMD outbreaks in Bulgaria remains
unknown. One hypothesis is that the FMD virus may have entered Bulgaria through infected wild boar from
Turkish Thrace, although it had been recognized by the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) as free
of FMD with vaccination since 2010 (EFSA, 20121). In addition, surveillance carried out by the Turkish
authorities in January and February 2011 did not reveal clinical infection in livestock and no clustering was
found for the limited number of livestock that had antibodies to non-structural proteins of the FMD virus. An
alternative hypothesis suggested that wild boar, extensively kept domestic pigs or feral pigs could have had
access to waste food or other fomites contaminated with the virus (EFSA, 20121). The introduction of
FMDV into Thrace by wildlife is less likely than introduction due to movement of domestic animals or
animal products and the results of the sero-surveillance of wildlife in Bulgaria and Turkey suggest that
circulation of FMDV in wildlife was spatially related to the outbreaks in livestock (EFSA, 20121). However,
it appears that, with the exception of the index case, no FMD virus-positive wild boar or other wildlife have
been found in the Bulgarian part of this particular biotope which is shared between Bulgaria and Turkey.
But, further investigations carried out in Thrace, revealed wild boars which tested positive for antibodies to
non-structural proteins of the FMD virus (EFSA, 20121).

Tab.2 Report of FMD cases in Bulgaria, in 2011
Species

Susceptible

Cases

Deaths

Destroyed

Slaughtered

Buffaloes

72

72

0

72

0

Cattle

968

51

0

596

0

Goats

259

22

0

0

0

Sheep

155

17

0

0

0

Sheep / goats

675

247

0

675

0

Swine

101

20

0

29

0

Wild species

1

0

0

0

Animals

430

0

1372

0

Total number of outbreaks: 12
(Source: OIE, 2011)
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1.6.1 FMD surveillance activities in Bulgaria
The FMD epidemic was resolved on June 2011 and Bulgaria regained its FMD-free status from the OIE in
August 2012, 17 months after the last FMD outbreak.
The presence of FMD in the European neighborhood represents a challenge for all risk managers. The
outbreaks in domestic ungulates were managed in according to in the EU legislation: Bulgaria applied the
disease control measures within the framework of Council Directive of 29 September 2003 (2003/85/EC65)
on Community measures for the control of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD). The control and eradication plan
for FMD was implemented, to prevent the spread of the disease out of the affected area and to limit the
number of outbreaks. Clinical and epidemiological examinations, 100% stamping out as well as blood
sampling of susceptible animals were conducted in all villages located in the risk area. Approximately 2230
animals were slaughtered due to these disease outbreaks, whilst wider economic losses were incurred by
country wide restrictions on movement of animals and animal products, plus the negative impact on
international trade due to the loss of FMD-free status (Valdazo-Gonzalez et al., 201263).
Based on the epidemiological considerations a “Cordon sanitaire” along the border to Turkey was
established (Fig.13), consisting of a defined infected area and two areas of risk approved by the European
Commission (Decision 2011/493/EU66). From August to December 2011 in the South-East Bulgaria carried
out the one-year plan for the control of FMD in susceptible livestock in the “Cordon Sanitaire”. All blood
exam tests were negative to and no FMD clinical signs were observed (EFSA, 2012 1). In Turkish Thrace the
intensive surveillance did not reveal clinical signs in livestock. Less than 1% of the animals tested were
positive to NSP-ELISA tests, but no virus was detected by RT-PCR in these samples (EFSA, 20121).
Between April and December 2012, blood sampling and clinical examination of animals was conducted in
37 border villages. In 2013 this was reduced to 21 villages, regarded as the most at risk. In each of these 21
villages, 20 blood samples were taken from small ruminants and clinical examination conducted every
month. All results were reported as negative, and no evidence of virus circulation was detected (FAOEUFMD/EC/OIE, 201367).
In EU targeted surveillance systems in wildlife for early detection of new FMDV incursions do not exist. It is
up to the competent authority of the affected Member State to develop and present plans for surveillance,
control and eradication of FMD in wild animals in the affected area. Form February 2011 to January 2012
sample collection in wild boar and other FMD-susceptible species (red deer, roe deer, unowned stray
livestock) was conducted in Thrace (Fig.12). The animals were either hunted (in Bulgaria and Turkey) or
trapped (only in Bulgaria). Blood samples and tissue samples were collected from each animal for
serological and virological tests.
No virus was detected and seropositive animals were found only amongst wild boar and roe deer. In the
surveillance area the wild boar is the most abundant species, followed by roe deer and red deer (Tsviatko et
al., 20132). Most of sero-positive animals found were spatially clustered around the FMD outbreaks in
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livestock (Tsviatko et al., 2013b68). The relatively low sero-prevalence and clustered spatial distribution of
positive wild boar and roe deer suggest that the FMD infection in wildlife was mainly a short living event,
which failed to develop into a large scale epidemic (EFSA, 2012 1).
The fact that the seropositive adult animals, which were killed late in 2011 further than 10 km from
outbreaks in livestock, were only males (generally more mobile) also suggested that movements of single
positive animals sometime after encountering the infection rather than its active spread in an epidemic wave
had occurred outside the main infected zone (< 10 km from outbreaks). The observed significant decline of
sero-prevalence in all domestic species sampled during 2011 implied that the extent of FMD spread in the
wildlife population was not enough to sustain a long-lasting epidemic wave that would produce a constant or
increasing sero-prevalence over time, and the disease most likely disappeared shortly after the second wave
of outbreaks in livestock in April.
In the 2012-13 hunting season, 1,095 wild boar sera were tested for FMD antibodies and all were negative.
Bulgaria agreed to share the raw data from these tests to help establish test performance in uninfected wild
boar. While forested areas with potential wild boar populations exist scattered throughout Thrace, there is a
major area of contiguous forest running up the north east coast, from Istanbul into Bulgaria (Fig.15). As is
likely to have been the case in the recent outbreak, wild boar may infect livestock, especially in some
production systems such as the husbandry of free-range Balkan pigs. Wild boar may also serve to spread the
disease over a wide area. While husbandry systems make spread from wild boar to domestic populations
easy in Bulgaria, it is conceivable that the disease could remain for some time circulating in the wild
population, but undetected in the domestic population, especially if it were limited to Turkish Thrace. For
this reason, the two populations should be treated separately, and the wild boar population subjected to
specific surveillance.

Fig.12 Thrace Region: this area comprises South-Eastern Bulgaria, NorthEastern Greece, and the European part of Turkey (EFSA, 20121)
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1.6.2 FMD situation in Turkey
FMD is endemic in Turkey so, according to Turkish veterinary authorities, all livestock in this area is
vaccinated against FMD once or twice a year (depending on the species). Turkey, with support of the
European Commission for the Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (EuFMD), has worked hard to improve
the situation in the Thrace region, as part of the West EurAsia FMD Control 2020 Roadmap, which aims for
long term FMD control in the region and to gaining disease-free status with vaccination in the near future
(FAO, 200969). In September 2011, the “FMD-free status with vaccination” was suspended in Turkish
Thrace, due to the detection of seropositive wild boars in the same region; but since 2012 Turkey returned
FMD-free zone, where vaccination is practiced (OIE, 2012).
FMDV types O, A and more recently Asia 1, are endemic in the Anatolian region of Turkey and the Middle
East. In 2012 there were 2052 outbreaks reported in Turkey, all in Anatolia and none in Thrace region due to
FMD serotypes O, A and Asia 1. In Turkish Thrace only sporadic FMD outbreaks in 1995, 1996 and 2007
involving the serotype O (Middle East-South Asia topotype) and in 2006 involving serotype A, have been
reported in the last 25 years (Valarcher, 200870), as reported by the FAO World Reference Laboratory for
FMD (WRLFMD). In Turkish Thrace, the last four FMD outbreaks were observed in 2007.
Despite the extensive efforts to control the disease within the region, FMD sometimes reaches neighboring
countries which are normally free-without vaccination (Valarcher, 200869). This is the case for Bulgaria,
which has experienced 3 limited outbreaks caused by strains within the O/ME-SA topotype in 1991, 1993
and 1996, but has otherwise been free from FMD since 1973 (Samuel et al., 199371). Illegal movements of
susceptible domestic animals or contact with infected grazing animals were indicated as the probable source
of infection in these outbreaks. The outbreaks were all stamped out quickly and Bulgaria returned to the
FMD-free status without vaccination (EFSA, 20121).
The results of the wildlife surveillance activities in Thrace carried out between 2011-2012 by EuFMD,
detected seropositive wild boar only within 50 km zone around FMD outbreaks and the sero-prevalence
declined during the surveillance period that lasted one year after the outbreaks. This in combination with lack
of further outbreaks in domestic animals indicated that the wildlife population was most likely not able to
sustain the virus circulation. Besides the experimental studies and the sero-surveillance results, an
epidemiological model developed by Lange (2012 72) studied the potential maintenance of FMD virus in
Thrace. The conclusions were that FMD will not be sustainable within a wild boar and deer host system
alone, but limited spread of FMD virus in time and space may occur (EFSA, 20121). Continued maintenance
(as e.g. with moderate virulent CSFV in wild boar) cannot be expected from a wild boar and/or deer host
system alone. There is need for cross-transmission between wildlife sub-populations due to human
movement or cross-transmission from the domestic sector (Lange, 201271).
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Fig.13 Map of “Cordon Sanitaire” divided into area A: infected
area; area B and C: risk areas (EFSA, 20121).

Fig.14 Sample collection locations (n = 1,077) with results of
serological tests conducted from February 2011 to January 2012 in
Thrace in wildlife (EFSA, 20121).

Fig.15 High priority FMD surveillance zones, based on a high
probability of introduction (Istanbul and border areas), low
sensitivity (vaccinated cattle in Turkish Thrace, as well as low
awareness farmers in Istanbul). Priority surveillance areas for
wildlife surveillance are shown in green, representing the area
of contiguous forest running through Turkish Thrace to
Bulgaria (FAO-EUFMD/EC/OIE, 201366).

1.6.3 Hunting as surveillance method
Hunters can play important role in diseases transmission from wild boars to livestock. It is advised that
extensive driven hunts and poaching is avoided to prevent potential dispersal of the animals. Strong hunting
pressure can increase the home ranges of both wild boar herds and individual boars, although its effect has
been shown to vary strongly, depending on local conditions (EFSA, 20121).
When possible, hunters seek to change their hunting areas, to avoid the continuous harassment of animals,
particularly when well-trained dogs are used. Individual or small group hunting was preferred. The shooting
of adult females is also avoided, as herds without leading sows are likely to disperse and join other herds,
thus potentially spreading the FMD further, if present in the original group.
There are sampling opportunities either during recreational hunting (primarily in Bulgaria), or structured
hunting for surveillance purposes (mainly in Turkey). The culture of each country influences the capacity for
wildlife sampling. In Bulgaria, hunting is done by registered clubs as well as farmers. Shot boars are used for
human consumption, and hunters have been willing to cooperate in keeping carcasses under refrigeration
while they are tested. Hunting clubs often include a veterinarian who can assist with sampling, but hunters
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are trained in sampling as well. In Bulgaria wild boar hunting is allowed two times a week in the timeframe
between the 1st week of October to the 1st week of January. In Greece and in Turkey hunting is instead less
organized: recreational hunters leave carcasses in the forest and it is much more difficult to collect good
quality samples. In these countries hunting teams have been accompanied by veterinarians for the sampling.
Hunting is seasonal and sampling outside the hunting season can be challenging, due to changes in wild boar
distribution and difficulties in obtaining authorization for sampling outside the normal season. Non-invasive
sample collection techniques, that do not require the capture of animals, may provide valuable tools to
overcome these problems. While annual sampling using hunting will provide some disease detection
capacity, there is a need to develop approaches to non-destructive sampling of wild boars that can be used
year-round.
In conclusion, the disadvantages related to the surveillance system based on hunting alone for early detection
in wildlife are that (EFSA, 2012):





collection of samples are limited to the hunting season (only few months, during winter season);
low public awareness of FMD and its association with hunted animals;
poor sample quality for laboratory testing;
inadequate hunting bag; caused by irregular frequency of hunting or unregulated hunting
strategies.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1

Global Positioning System (GPS 73)

2.1.1 GPS components
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system that provides location and
time information in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near the Earth, where there is an unobstructed
line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. The system provides critical capabilities to military, civil and
commercial users around the world. GPS network we all use is called Navstar (Navigation Satellites Timing
and Ranging) and it was developed by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) for military navigation. Since
1983 GPS is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS device that can receive the radio signals broadcast by
satellites. The GPS is currently the only fully operational Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The
Global Positioning System (GPS) consists of three components: the Space Segment, the Control Segment
and the User Segment.

2.1.2 The Space Segment
The system Space Segment consists of a network of about 30 satellites (Space Vehicle) ordered in a Walkertype constellation and orbiting the Earth at an altitude of about 20,000 km. There are six orbital planes (with
at least four satellites in each), equally spaced (60 degrees apart), and inclined at about fifty-five degrees
with respect to the equatorial plane. This constellation provides the user with between five and eight
satellites visible from any point on the earth. The satellites orbit the Earth in 12 hours (two orbits per day)
traveling at about 3.9 km/s. The orbit altitude is such that the satellites repeat the same track and
configuration over any point approximately each 24 hours. Each GPS satellite transmits information about its
position and the current time at regular intervals. GPS operations depend on a very accurate time reference,
which is provided by atomic clocks on board the satellites.

2.1.3 The Control Segment
The orbits of the satellites are mathematically defined and, consequently, the position of each satellite along
its orbit can be calculated instant by instant. But even if the mathematical model of the orbits is very
accurate, the movement of the satellites may be subject to variations due to different causes. For this reason
it is constantly kept under control by the Control Segment, which consists of a system of tracking stations
located around the world. The satellites make a full rotation of the planet every 12 hours, so they move over
the monitoring stations two times a day. During these passages, the stations measured their height, position,
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speed and clock data, to check if there are certain variations of each orbit compared to the corresponding
mathematical model.

2.1.4 User Segment
GPS receivers come in a variety of formats, from devices integrated into cars, phones, and watches, to
dedicated devices. The user segment is generally constituted by an antenna, tuned to the frequencies
transmitted by the satellites, receiver-processors and a highly stable clock (often a crystal oscillator). It may
also include a display for providing location and speed information to the user. A receiver is often described
by its number of channels: this signifies how many satellites it can monitor simultaneously. The accuracy of
a position determined with GPS depends on the type of receiver. Most consumer GPS units have an accuracy
of about +/-10 meters. GPS devices passively receive satellite signals and they do not transmit; the portion of
the sky above the antenna should be as much as possible free from obstacles that may interfere with the
signals reception.

2.1.5 How is the position determined?
Each satellite sends out repeatedly a sequence of signal. All GPS satellite synchronizes its operations so that
the repeating signals are transmitted at the same instant. The signals, moving at the speed of light, arrive at a
GPS receiver at slightly different times because some satellites are further away than others. The receiver
picks up the satellite's transmission and compares the incoming signal to its own internal signal. The distance
to the GPS satellites can thus be determined by estimating the amount of time it takes for their signals to
reach the receiver. When the receiver estimates the distance to at least four GPS satellites, it can calculate its
position in three dimensions.

Fig.16 Satellites constellation (74)

Fig.17 GPS components (72)
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2.2

GPS/GSM collars

The GPS/GSM collar is a device used for tracking animals. The collar receives simultaneously signals from
at least four satellites and is thus able to identify, by the three dimensions (latitude, longitude, altitude), the
position of a subject expressed in the WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984) (Tomkiewicz et al. 201075).
The GPS/GSM tracking system represents a powerful tool for wildlife studies (Hebblewhite and Haydon
201076) able to record huge amounts of highly accurate animal locations. The advantage of using GPS/GSM
collars lies in the fact that data are stored as geographical coordinates, thereby providing the desired data
with minimal work by operators, thus allowing reduced sampling intervals, increased accuracy and
performance when compared with very high-frequency (VHF) radio-tracking systems (Ropert-Coudert and
Wilson 200577).
The GSM system (Global System for Mobile Communications) is used to transmit fix data positions of the
animal collar (estimated by the GPS engine inside the collar) to a device. The address of destination can be a
cell phone or a GSM ground station. In GPS/GSM collars, a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card has also
to be incorporated. The SIM card contains a microprocessor chip, which stores unique information about an
account, including a phone number. The position data are normally sent in SMS format, nearly in the same
way as SMS (Short Message Service) between cell phones.
GPS/GSM collars need GSM coverage in the area where the animal moves. In case of no GSM coverage,
state of the art collars store the location data and send them afterwards, when the animal is back in GSM
coverage. The autonomy of radio collar essentially depends on the size its battery. Sometime, it may be
required to track an individual for a time exceeding the duration of the instrument; in those cases it is
necessary to replace the entire radio collar or the batteries alone.
Twenty (20) Tellus GPS/GSM collars from the tracking service provider FOLLOWIT (Followit©;
http://www.followit.se/wildliferesearch.html ), with 24 fixes per day, were used for the wild boar telemetry
studies in Bulgaria Fig.18 and 19).

Fig.18 Anesthetized wild boar with GPS collar

Fig.19 Followit Tellus collar
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2.3

Geographic Information System (GIS)

2.3.1 Concepts of space and time in spatial information systems 78
Spatial information is always related to geographic space, i.e., large-scale space. Geographic space is the
space of topographic, land use/land cover, climatic, cadastral, and other features of the geographic world.
Geographic information system technology is used to manipulate objects in geographic space, and to acquire
knowledge from spatial facts.

2.3.2 Spatial information systems
The handling of spatial data usually involves processes of data acquisition, storage and maintenance, analysis
and output. The introduction of modern technologies has led to an increased use of computers and
information technology in all aspects of spatial data handling. The software technology used in this domain
is geographic information systems (GIS). Geographic information technology is used to manipulate objects
in geographic space, and to acquire knowledge from spatial facts. Spatial information theory provides a basis
for GIS by bringing together fields that deal with spatial reasoning, the representation of space, and human
understanding of space. The theory is used for the design of high-level models of spatial phenomena and
processes. They are then mapped into conceptual, logical and physical models of spatial databases. The
database stands central in the geo-informatics environment. It is the database that holds the data; without it,
no useful function can be performed. Data are entered into the database in input processes. Later, they are
extracted from the database for spatial analysis and display. The processes of data management, analysis and
display are often supported by rules that are derived from domain experts. Systems that apply stored rules to
arrive at conclusion, are called rule-based or knowledge-based systems. Those that support decision making
for space-related problems are known as spatial decision support systems (or SDSS). They are becoming
increasingly popular in planning agencies and management of natural resources. The GIS has been divided
into four elements. They are hardware, software and live ware.

2.3.3 Data models
Conversion of real world geographical variation into discrete objects is done through data models. It
represents the linkage between the real world domain of geographic data and computer representation of
these features. Data models discussed here are for representing the spatial information. Data models are of
two types: Raster and Vector. In raster type of representation of the geographical data, a set of cells located
by coordinate is used; each cell is independently addressed with the value of an attribute. Each cell contains a
single value and every location corresponds to a cell. One set of cell and associated value is a LAYER.
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Raster models are simple with which spatial analysis is easier and faster. Raster data models require a huge
volume of data to be stored, fitness of data is limited by cell size and output is less beautiful. Figure 1 shows
vector and raster data representation of the real world phenomena.

Fig.20 Vector and Raster data examples

Vector data model uses line segments or points represented by their explicit x, y coordinates to identify
locations. Connecting set of line segments forms area objects. Vector data models require less storage space,
outputs are appreciable, Estimation of area/perimeter is accurate and editing is faster and convenient. Spatial
analysis is difficult with respect to writing the software program. The vector model is extremely useful for
describing discrete features, but less useful for describing continuously varying features such as soil type or
accessibility costs for hospitals. The raster model has evolved to model such continuous features. A raster
image comprises a collection of grid cells rather like a scanned map or picture. Both the vector and raster
models for storing geographic data have unique advantages and disadvantages. Modern GIS packages are
able to handle both models.

2.3.4 Spatial Analysis
Whether it is effective utilization of natural resources or sustainable development or natural disaster
management, selecting the best site for waste disposal, optimum route alignment or local problems have a
geographical component; geoinformatics will give you power to create maps, integrate information, visualize
scenarios, solve complicated problems, present powerful ideas, and develop effective solutions like never
before. In brief it can be described as a supporting tool for decision-making process. GIS is used to perform a
variety of Spatial analysis, including overlaying combinations of features and recording resultant conditions,
analyzing flows or other characteristics of networks; proximity analysis (i.e. buffer zoning) and
Fundamentals of Geographical Information System defining districts in terms of spatial criteria. GIS can
interrogate geographic features and retrieve associated attribute information, called identification. It can
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generate new set of maps by query and analysis. It also evolves new information by spatial operations.
Following are the analytical procedures applied with a GIS.
GIS operational procedure and analytical tasks that are particularly useful for spatial analysis include:







Single layer operations
Multi layer operations/ Topological overlay
Geometric modeling
Network analysis
Surface analysis
Raster/Grid analysis

There are many applications of Geoinformatics, namely facility management, planning, environmental
monitoring, population census analysis, insurance assessment, and health service provision, hazard mapping
and many other applications. The following list shows few applications in natural resource management:















Agricultural development
Land evaluation analysis
Change detection of vegetated areas
Analysis of deforestation and associated environmental hazards
Monitoring vegetation health
Mapping percentage vegetation cover for the management of land
Crop acreage and production estimation
Wasteland mapping
Soil resources mapping
Groundwater potential mapping
Geological and mineral exploration
Snow-melt run-off forecasting
Monitoring forest fire
Monitoring ocean productivity etc.

2.3.5 Conclusions
Geographic Information System (GIS) is used by multi-disciplines as tools for spatial data handling in a
geographic environment. Basic elements of GIS consist of hardware, software, data and people. GIS is
considered one of the important tools for decision making in problem solving environment dealing with geoinformation. The use of GIS in the study of wildlife has become indispensable during the years. Utilities
have been developed for the most widely used software, extensions or tools, used for applied research.
Among these, there is Hawth’s Tools for ESRI ArcGIS, with which it is possible to analyze the home range
and movements of the animals.
In this study was used ArcGIS 9.3 software to analyze the movements and of wild boars equipped with GPS
collars for understanding their ecology. Added tools used are Xtools (http://www.xtoolspro.com) and
Hawth’s Analysis Tools (http://www.spatialecology.com/htools/tooldesc.php).
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3. Project on Wild boar surveillance in Bulgaria:
telemetry and non-invasive sampling
3.1

Introduction

Wildlife is a maintenance host for several significant livestock diseases. Interspecific pathogen transmission
may occur in complex socio-ecological systems at wild-domestic interfaces that have so far been seldom
studied (Miguel et al., 201379). In many parts of the world, the risk of wildlife being involved in the
transmission of livestock diseases such as FMD is growing, together with wildlife populations (EFSA, 2012).
Tracking wild boar could be helpful to better understanding of the role of this species as a potential
epidemiological reservoir of epidemic disease (such as FMD, CSF or ASF) in different environments.
Moreover it could assist the European risk management for diseases introduction to domestic livestock herds
and understanding how and where movements may be affected by hunting or other actions.
The traditional collection of samples from hunter-harvested animals is time-consuming and logistically
challenging. Hunting is limited in both time and space, and wildlife authorities and the general public do not
always agree the killing of wild animals for sample collection purposes. In addition, the samples collected by
hunters are often of poor quality. For these reasons, an early warning system for diseases such as FMD based
on serological surveillance in wildlife is almost impossible to implement (EFSA, 2012). Development of a
non-invasive (NI) methodology that would allow timely detection of pathogens through the collection of
saliva is a viable option for overcoming some of these complications. One of the challenges on this way is to
develop methods that would ensure cost effective and logistically simple collection of saliva from wild
ungulates.
The Europen Commission for the control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (EUFMD) funded a wild boar
surveillance project in Bulgaria, in response to the Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) epidemiological situation
in the beginning of 2011, to study the potential role of wild boar for maintaining and spreading the FMD
virus. All information from the telemetry studies and non-invasive sampling method was provided by Sergei
Khomenko (Wildlife specialist, FAO) and Alexandrov Tsiviatko (Wildlife Epidemiology Consultant,
Bulgaria), who conducted the field work and data collection.

3.2

Telemetry studies

From August 2012 to April 2013 in total 204 wild boars have been trapped in Bulgaria, of which only 19 of
different sex and age were collared using GPS/GSM collars. The operations took place in two different
location, close to the country borders:
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 Strandzha National Park (South Bulgaria) in the area along the Turkish border, close where the FMD
outbreaks took places in 2011. Strandzha Mountain is a unique ecosystem allowing outdoor free
ranging of cattle, sheep, goats and pigs throughout the whole year, mainly for local needs.
 Tutrakan area (North-East Bulgaria), close to the border with Romania. This place is a 25 km2 oak
forest situated 3 km South the Danube River. It is surrounded by crops, mainly maize fields. It
would provide comparative ecological data on wild boar from the same country, but from a different
ecosystem (forest on the floodplain surrounded by agricultural landscapes).

Fig.21 Studying area: Tutrakan and Strandzha

Good statistical data was received from 15 of them (78.9%) with positions recorded hourly and five collars
are still functioning on animals as by September 2013.
First of all, tracking data from 5 of the 19 collared wild boars were downloaded and included in this studying
training. These wild boars are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collar n. 3641: male tracked in Tutrakan location (North of Bulgaria);
Collar n. 3642: female tracked in Tutrakan location;
Collar n. 3629: male tracked in Strandzha location (South-East of Bulgaria);
Collar n. 3636: female tracked in Tutrakan location;
Collar n. 3637: female tracked in Tutrakan location.

The animals were specifically selected to obtain position data sets that aim to study the activity patterns of
animals in relation to the days with hunting compared to days with no hunting, understanding the effect of
disturbance on the behavior and group to group disease transmission. In particular were analyzed:
a. The interactions of two territorial animals that are “neighbors”, the male n. 3641 and the female n.
3642 in Tutrakan, with an overlapping of tracking period (from November to December 2012).
Through analysis of home range and movements the objective is to understand how frequent are
interactions between the two animals and what the risks for disease transmission events are.
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b. Movements of the male n. 3629 in Strandzha, that has shown long distance displacements (over 40
Km) and has been tracked for nearly a year, until now. The long term data from this animal gives
seasonal variation in movement ranges and activity to understand how far an infected FMD male
could bring the disease, provided with standard virus shedding patterns.
c. Seasonal displacements comparison and home ranges overlapping between the couple of animals
tracked in autumn-winter (i.e. the n.1 and n.2) and the one tracked during springtime (i.e. the n.4 and
n.5 from February to May 2013) were done.

3.2.1 Technical implementation
The work started arranging and standardizing all records into one Excel file. Cleaning activity was needed.
After that, information has been harmonized by slightly modifying structure of table of records and then
included in a database (MS Access), in order to easily create several queries able to extract from the database
(DB) whatever information is needed, consequently ready to enter in a GIS environment more indicated for
spatial analysis (e.g. first look at points representing positions of animals; kernel density algorithm needed to
better study animal’s movements by temporally and spatially comparing home ranges, month by month,
week by week and in the entire period; distance matrix; estimate of percentage of type land crossed by wild
boars and roe deers, etc). Through GIS analysis, we can answer to some questions, e.g. what are ‘outliers’ in
the maps, why animals don’t enter in some areas in a given period/season, or how hunting influences their
home ranges.
All original fields were kept:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data (day/month/year)
Time (per hour)
TTF (Time to Fix)
Latitude (geographic - deg)
Longitude (geographic - deg)
Number of satellites
Quality of signal (2D/3D)

Locations were recorded every hour (until 24 locations a day). However, sometimes GPS unit could not
detect any satellite and failed to identify coordinates. This condition is marked with “GPS time out” and it
has been considered as missing information.
The “quality” field indicates the positioning precision, being estimated as “good”, “poor” or “missing”
relatively to the DOP (Dilution Of Precision) parameter. 2D indicates poor precision because of the low
number of satellites, 3D indicates good quality data, while “missing” when no information is available.
Collar sends signal of “mortality” when animal does not move longer than a certain fixed period of time (24
hours) or if collar falls off the neck. In our data this is a false signal most of the time, except for the end of
the tracking period.
Some other fields were added to all the records:
•
•
•

Animal ID (a unique collar identifier)
Sex
Location (Strandzha or Tutrakan)
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•
•
•
•
•

Month (January, February, etc)
Week: a “zero week” was selected as a first week for the whole period, and the others were
numbered consequently, as one week is the temporal unit for the analysis.
Day (Monday, Tuesday, etc.)
Hunting period (yes/no)
Notes (e.g. “mortality”, “duplicated” for duplicated records of data, “wrong coordinates”)

Statistics on the position quality was calculated, i.e. out of total of 15,080 records, 84.5 % is representing
“good” quality (n = 12,736), 0.9% is representing “poor” quality (n =138) and 8.8% “missing” (n = 1,325). A
fourth category has been created to take into account the 881 duplicated data (5.8%).
The statistics for each animal are reported on the table below (Tab.3).
Wild boar n.1
with collar 3641

Wild boar n.2
with collar 3642

Wild boar n.3
with collar 3629

Wild boar n.4
with collar 3636

Wild boar n.5
with collar 3637

tracked from
03/11/2012
(week n.1) to
31/12/2012
(week n.10)

tracked from
21/10/2012
(week n.0) to
24/12/2012
(week n.9)

tracked from
07/11/2012
(week n.2) to
22/09/2013
(week n.48)

tracked from
12/02/2013
(week n.16) to
15/05/2013
(week n.29)

tracked from
11/02/2013
(week n.16) to
15/05/2013
(week n. 29)

GOOD
SIGNALS

67.9%

95.2%

81.9%

97,4%

82,9%

POOR
SIGNALS
MISSING
SIGNALS
DUPLICATED
DATA

1.9%

Total
records

1,472 records

QUALITY OF
SIGNAL

30.0%
0.2%

(n = 1,000)
(n = 28)
(n = 441)
(n = 3)

(n = 1,535)

(n = 6,076)

(n = 2,239)

0.7%

(n = 11)

0.9%

(n = 68)

0,4%

(n = 10)

0,9%

4.0%

(n = 65)

5.4%

(n = 403)

2,1%

(n = 49)

16,1%

0.1 %

(n = 2)

1,613 records

11.8%

(n = 876)

7,423 records

(n = 1,886)

(n = 21)
(n = 367)

________

________

2,298 records

2,274 records

Tab.3

Wild boar n.1 with collar 3641 presented too many missing position (30%). Reasons for that, as well as for
remaining missing data, will be investigated.
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3.2.2 Home range estimation and comparison of animal behavior patterns as from
GIS analysis
From the outset, home range has been estimated in terms of the hard boundary defining the edge of polygon
containing the area used by a given animal. Home range theory is used in conservation and management
strategies to delineate protected area boundaries. The spatial context of animal behaviour is important not
only in the management of threatened species that we aim to preserve but also in the management of threats
(e.g. invasive species).
The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is currently the most widely used home-range calculation technique.
The kernel is a non-parametric probabilistic method, which calculates home range boundaries based on the
complete utilization distribution (Worton 198980). It is one of the best-known density estimation methods in
statistics, introduced in the late 1950s for the analysis of time-series data, and first introduced to the
ecological literature by Worton (198781, 199582). It is based on the definition of home range as Utilization
Distribution (UD) (Van Winkle, 1975 83) and describes the probability that an animal is in a given point of its
home range in a defined period of time (Powell, 200084).
By measuring density of records within each grid cell that covers a study area, KDE manages to estimate the
probability that an individual will use neighbouring cells, consequently providing an estimate of which areas
an individual uses most frequently. The smoothing parameter h controls the search radius of the kernel, i.e.
where the probability to use the neighbouring area is greater than zero. Areas over that distance will have
zero probability. Practically, KDE is converted from its typical raster grid format to a vector shapefile, i.e.
the percentage volume contours (PVCs) that easily identify areas where an individual is likely to occur 50%
and 95% of the time. These are the two probabilities that are most commonly used in the literature. The 50%
area is considered the core area of activity, while the 95% area is the total home range, where the observed
animal usually lives in the survey period, except for occasional excursions, not to be considered part of the
home range (Burt, 194311).
Wild boars distribution was studied by using kernel density run on the GPS locations from 5 satellitecollared animals. To simplify the analysis, the whole period has been considered for each animal. Obviously,
different properties of animal movement patterns may be deeply investigated, e.g. seasons, months, weeks,
hunting days, diurnal and nocturnal activity, twilight time, etc. The smoothing parameter h for each time
period/animal was selected through the likelihood cross validation (CVh) method (Horne and Garton,
200685) using ‘Animal Space Use 1.3. beta’ software (Horne and Garton, 2009; 86 Pittiglio et al. 201287).
Briefly speaking, if we use a larger h (as would be the case if we would accept the default value provided by
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ESRI ArcGIS KDE tool that doesn’t consider the spatial distribution of points, but also the extent of them),
we would run the risk of considering as belonging to the home range even many areas never crossed by the
animal, as a larger polygon would merge all the natural resources actually used with the one discarded, so
thus wasting the opportunity to use in the proper way the information provided from the (rich) subset of
movement points. On the other hand, if we use smaller values for h, we would split the different polygons
representing the actual home range in many small pockets, resulting in a not clear picture of the home range
and in an underestimated surface actually crossed by the animal.
Eventually, a smoothing parameter (h) value of about 50 meters has been chosen, i.e. more or less than 50 m
depending on which is the surveyed animal. An exercise has been also conducted on first two wild boars:
appropriate value for h should change depending on the bi-weekly period considered, e.g. the probability to
find wild boar 2 goes to zero after 100 meters in the weeks 4-5, whereas it goes to zero after 30m only during
weeks 6-7, underlining the different behaviour of animals in the different period of time (it tends to
concentrate its activity in the latter case).

Fig.22 Example of home range estimation: the parts highlighted in red indicate the core area (50%),
the green ones the total home range area (95%)

Afterwards some images of wild boars home range considered in this research are reported. These pictures
were obtained by overlapping the fixes movements extraction and Google Earth Maps by GIS 9.3 software.
The land cover layer used for GIS analysis is from IFPRI 2002, so it is possible the landscape has changed a
bit in these 11 years. First of all single animal displacements was studied related to the land use. Then, the
analysis proceeds on the interactions between neighbors subjects sharing the same territory during the same
period.
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WILD BOAR n.1 (animal_ID=3641, sex=male, age=1 year)

All fixes (Fig.23) and home range (Fig.24) of wild boar n.1 in the study period, from the 3th November to the
31st December 2012, in Tutrakan area about 6 Km South-East of Tutrakan city, in North Bulgaria.

Wild boar n.1
(03 Nov. - 31 Dec. 2012)
Land use
Agriculture with forest
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with other
vegetation

%
51.8
48.1
0.1

Fig.23 Wild boar n.1, all fixes

Comment: As we can see, the wild boar n.1 moves only inside the perimeter of the forested area, especially
in the South-West part. This area presents a lot of bushes and the agriculture is around the forest island. In
Fig.24 home range was calculated: in orange the core areas (50%), on yellow the whole home range area
(95%). A zoomed screenshot in Fig.25 highlights the most attended sites by the animals in the forested area,
probably the resting sites.

Fig.24 Wild boar n.1, home range

Fig.25 Screenshot on Fig.24 (white arrow)
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Wild boar n.1, fixes extrapolation during hunting days (Saturday and Sunday from the 3th November to the
31st December 2012) in Tutrakan area (Fig.26).

HUNTING DAYS
(Saturdays and Sundays between
03 Nov. - 31 Dec. 2012)
Land use
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest
Agriculture with other
vegetation

%
50.6
49.1
0.3

Fig.26 Wild boar n.1 hunting days fixes extractions

Comment: it is possible to observe that the wild boar spent most of the time in the forest area during the
hunting period, likely due to necessity to repair in more hidden places. In particular, there are some locations
much more attended than others, maybe the resting sites. Overall, its displacements don’t change during
hunting, continuing to attend the whole territory area.
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WILD BOAR n.2 (animal_ID=3642, sex=female, age= 4 years)

All fixes (Fig.27) and the home range (Fig.28) of wild boar n.2 in the study period, from the 21st October to
the 24th December 2012, in Tutrakan area about 6 Km South-East of Tutrakan city, in the North Bulgaria.

Wild boar n.2
(21 Oct. - 24 Dec. 2012)
Land use
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest
Agriculture with other
vegetation
Cropland / Pasture

%
78.6
21.2
0.1
0.1

Fig.27 Wild boar n.2, all fixes

Comment: this animal spent most part of the time in areas covered by forest, especially in some specific
sites. Sometimes it attended to the agricultural lands close to the inhabitant centre of Staro selo. In Fig.29 a
zoomed screenshot highlight the most attended sites in a cultivated field inside the forested area. Probably
the animal was searching food.

Fig.28 Wild boar n.2, home range

Fig.29 Screenshot on Fig.2 (on white arrow)
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Wild boar n.2, fixes extrapolation during hunting days (Saturdays and Sundays from the 21st October to the
24th December 2012) in Tutrakan area (Fig.30).

HUNTING DAYS
(Saturdays and Sundays between
21 Oct. - 24 Dec. 2012)
Land use
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest
Cropland / Pasture
Agriculture with other vegetation

%
69.2
30.6
0.2
0.0

Fig.30 Wild boar n.2 hunting days fixes extractions

Comment: also in this case it seems that the hunting period doesn’t influence the movements of this animal.
In fact, it continues to move all over its territory, inside and outside the forest coverage. Keuling at al. in
their study (Keuling et al., 200888) also documented any significant impact of hunting on wild boar home
range size or location, like wild boar n.1 and n.2 showed.
Wild boar n.1 (red fixes) and n.2 (green fixes) overlapping areas in the overlying tracking period, from the
3th November to the 24th December 2012, in Tutrakan area (Fig.31).

Fig.31 Overlapping areas of wild boars n. 1 and n.2

Fig.32 Screenshot on the lower part of Fig.31 (on white arrow)

Comment: a zoomed screenshot in Fig. 32 shows overlapping areas occurred between the 3th November and
18th December (blue), as well as between the 7th November and 22nd December (yellow). This male and
female present several overlapping points, especially concentrated on two areas in certain periods, probably
due to the breeding season.
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WILD BOAR n.4 (animal_ID=3636, sex=female, age=5 years)

All fixes (Fig.33) and the home range (Fig.34)of the wild boar n.4 in the study period from the 12nd February
to the15th May 2013 in Tutrakan area, about 6 km South-East of Tutrakan city, in North Bulgaria.

Fig.33 Wild boar n.4, all fixes. A small stream is highlighted in
blue.

Fig.35 Zoomed screenshot on Fig.34 (on white arrow)

Fig.34 Wild boar n.4, home range

Fig.36 Zoomed screenshot on Fig.35 (on red arrow)

Wild boar n.4 (12 Feb. - 15 May 2013)
Land use
Agriculture with forest
Forest with agriculture
Cropland/Pasture
Agriculture with other vegetation

%
69.8
17.4
12.7
0.1

Comment: the wild boar n.4 occupies especially the South-East part of the forested area in Tutrakan, often
travelling into the croplands, arriving until another southern forested area. To do this, she crossed a small
stream, sometimes in the dry. As Tsviatko A. reported, the female was whit her piglets in this period, for this
reason she especially attended certain forested sites where probably there is the resting site. (Fig.36).
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WILD BOAR n.5 (animal_ID=3637, sex=female)
All fixes (Fig.37) and home range (Fig.38) of wild boar n.5 in the study period from the 11st February to the
15th May 2013 in Tutrakan area, about 6 Km South-East of Tutrakan, in North Bulgaria.

Fig.37 Wild boar n. 5, all fixes.

Fig.38 Wild boar n. 5, home range.

Wild boar n.5 (11 Feb. - 15 May 2013)
Land use
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest

%
92.7
7.3

Comment: the wild boar n.5 occupies especially the East part of the forested area in Tutrakan. The most part
of the time it remains inside the perimeter of this area. Sometimes it travelled into the croplands arriving
until the banks of Danube River. As Tsviatko A. reported this female was with her offspring.
Wild boar n. 4 (pink fixes) and n. 5 (violet fixes) overlapping areas, in the overlying tracking period, from
the 12nd February to the 9th March 2013 in Tutrakan area (Fig.39).

Fig.39 Wild boar n. 4 (pink fixes) and n. 5 (violet fixes)
overlapping areas.

Fig.40 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.39, on the yellow circle

Comment: the wild boars n.4 and n.5 shared fewer areas than the male n.1 and female n.2 (Fig.40), perhaps
because they are two females with their piglets that preferred to attend their own territory, travelling
sometimes outside the forest, in cultivated fields searching food.
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Overlapping areas between the two couples of wild boars, the ‘winter’ neighbours and the ‘spring’ ones, in
Tutrakan area. Wild boars n.1 and n.2 movements (red and green) during winter season overlapped to wild
boars n.4 and n.5 movements (pink and violet) during spring season (Fig.41 and Fig.42).

Fig.41 Overlapping areas between wild boars n.1, n.2 and n.4,
n.5.

Fig.42 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.41

Comment: it could be possible that females n.4 and n.5 showed most variation in activity and spatial usage
patterns than the male n.1 and the female n.2, due to the season changes and the presence of the offspring.
On the whole, these 4 animals shared the same area.
Wild boars overlapping home ranges, in Tutrakan area (Fig.43 and Fig.44).

Fig. 43 Wild boars n.1, n.2, n.4 and n.5 overlapping home ranges,
in Tutrakan area

Fig.44 Wild boars n.2 and n.5 overlapping home ranges, in
Tutrakan area

Comment: in Fig.43 we analyze the overlapping home ranges of all animals, although by different seasons.
This image confirms that these boars shared many part of the same territory. Fig.44 shows in particular two
females tracked in different seasons (wild boar n.2 in autumn-winter and wild boar n.5 in early spring). It is
interesting to observe that these subjects present many overlapping core areas.
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WILD BOAR 3 (animal_ID=3629, sex=male, age=2 years)

All fixes and home range of wild boar n.3 in the study period from the 7th November 2012 to the 22nd
September 2013 in Strandzha area, about 35 Km North of Strandzha in South-East Bulgaria (Fig. 45).

Wild boar n.3
(7 Nov. 2012 – 22 Sept. 2013)
Land use
Cropland/Pasture
Primarily forest (>60%)
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest

%
52.1
45.7
2.2
0.1

Fig.45 Wild boar n.3, all fixes

Comment: this animal was studied for a long period (about 1 year), moving between two main areas,
separated about 15 km each other. The subject moves from an area to the other during different seasons
depending on the hunting pressure and the presence of feeding points. The Western area is mainly
characterized by the presence of cropland and pasture (Fig.46 and Fig.47); bushes are present as well,
excellent suitability for wild boars. It is possible to highlight the presence of a road in the wild boar territory.
The Eastern zone is instead mainly covered by the forest (Fig.48 and Fig.49).

Fig.46 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.44 on the Western sub-area
from the 7th November 2012 to the 22nd September.

Fig.47 Wild boar n.3, zoomed screenshot of home range in
Western area
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Fig.48 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.44 on the Eastern sub-area
from the 7th November 2012 to the 22nd September 2013.

Fig.49 Wild boar n.3, zoomed screenshot of home range in
Eastern area
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Wild boar n.3, fixes extrapolation during hunting days (Saturdays and Sundays from the 7th November 2012
to the 1st January 2013) in Strandzha area.

A
B

Fig.50 Wild boar n.3, fixes extraction during hunting days
(Saturdays and Sundays from the 7th November 2012 to the 1st
January 2013, general view

Fig.51 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.10 on the Eastern sub-area

HUNTING DAYS
(Saturdays and Sundays between
7 Nov. 2012 - 1 Jan. 2013)
Land use
Cropland/Pasture
Primarily forest (>60%)
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest

%
0.0
98.9
1.1
0.0

Comment: during the hunting season the wild boar n.3 prefers to move into the Eastern area, richer in forest
coverage remaning confined especially in restricted sites (Fig.51). Fig.50 shows a particular situation: “A” is
a position fixed at 00.00 on the 10.11.2012. After four hours the animal walked for 14 km, until the “B”
position. This wide displacement is probably due to the hunting pressure. Wild boar is usually hunted in
Bulgaria chased by dogs and this method is supposed to be the only one that can significantly influence wild
boar activity. Two main anti-predator strategies have been described in wild boar (Keuling et al., 200886):


manly staying in well-know home range, perhaps reducing space into more secure place



enlarging or shifting home range to avoid predators or hunters.

In this case, it seem the wild boar n.3 follows both strategies, depending on the hunting pressure.
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Wild boar n.3, fixes extrapolation during WINTER season (from the 7th November 2012 to the 31th March
2013), in Strandzha area.

Fig.52 Wild boar n.3: general view of WINTER season fixes
extraction

Wild boar n.3, WINTER period
(7 Nov. 2012 - 31 Mar. 2013)
Land use
Cropland/Pasture
Primarily forest (>60%)
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest

Fig.53 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.12, on the Eastern sub-area

%
0.0
94.4
5.5
0.2

Wild boar n. 3 - Winter
Altitude
<100m
100-120
120-205

%
27.6
68.1
4.3

Comment: the wild boar n.3 during the winter season travelled especially in the Eastern sub-area, attending
mostly on the forest between 100-120 m of altitude. Some sites are frequently visited by the animal (Fig.52
and Fig.53). Wild boar presents reduced activity during cold winter months and it does not need to be active
persistently during the long nights (Keuling et al., 200886). This is particularly true when frozen soil prevents
rooting, it becomes more efficient to stay at the resting site and use fat deposits than wander around (Keuling
et al., 200886).
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Wild boar n.3, fixes extrapolation during SPRING season (from the 1st April to the 30th June 2013), in
Strandzha area.

Fig.54 Wild boar n.3: general view of SPRING season fixes
extraction

Wild boar n.3, SPRING period
(01 Apr. - 30 Jun. 2013)

Fig.55 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.14, on the Western sub-area

Wild boar n. 3 - Spring
Altitude

Land use
Cropland/Pasture
Primarily forest (>60%)
Forest with agriculture

%
92.9
7.0
0.1

Agriculture with forest

0.0

<100m
100-120
120-130

%
64.6
34.0
1.4

Comment: wild boar n. 3 during the spring season moves to Western area, under 100 m of altitude,
travalleing in both side of the road (Fig.54 and Fig.55). The displacement is schematized here below:
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Wild boar n.3, fixes extrapolation during SUMMER season (from the 1st July to 22ndSeptember), in
Strandzha area.

Fig.56 Wild boar n.3: general view of SUMMER season fixes
extraction

Fig.57 Zoomed screenshot of Fig.16, on the Western sub-area

Wild boar n.3, SUMMER period
(01 Jul. - 22 Sep. 2013)
Land use
Cropland/Pasture
Primarily forest (>60%)
Forest with agriculture
Agriculture with forest

%
73.8
26.2
0.0
0.0

Comment: wild boar n.3 mainly travelled in the Western sub-area during the summer season, spending most
of the time in the east side of the road (Fig.56 and Fig.57).
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3.3

Studying different attractants for non-invasive sampling and saliva
collection from live susceptible wildlife species

The aim of this project is the development of non-invasive (NI) surveillance technique for wildlife and
validation of laboratory method for detection of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) RNA, as an early
warning system for disease incursions to susceptible wildlife.
Different sampling options for collecting saliva were considered, particularly of wild boar, through baits
exposure experiments done at feeding locations. The effects of supplementary feeding on behavior of
animals and how often they attend feeding locations in relation to seasons were studied. My work was
primarily based on processing data coming from the NI sampling on maize cobs and salt licks feeding sites
from ‘the summer 2013 monitoring’ collected by A. Tsviatko and S. Khomenko.
Saliva can be collected without catching or killing of animals and the feasibility of using NI saliva collection
from farmed pigs (Hoffman et al., 200889) and from wild boar (Chichkin et al., 201290) for the diagnostics of
various diseases has already been demonstrated. Several infectious agents of swine and wild boar are shed in
oral fluid, including viruses such as FMDV, classical swine fever virus (CSFV) and porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) (Prickett and Zimmerman, 201091).
Red deer (Cervus elaphus), European (Capreolus capreolus) and Siberian (C. pygargus) roe deer are also
historically known to become infected with FMDV (Geptner et al., 196192) and develop clinical disease both
in the wild, as well as by experimental infection (Thomson et al., 2003 47). The significance and implication
of deer species in the spread of FMDV in case of an FMD epidemic is always an important question as to the
role these species may play in maintaining the disease or introducing it into neighbouring unaffected areas.
Experimental infection of wild boar (Breithaupt et al., 2012 59) showed that FMDV could be found in saliva
several days before the detection of antibodies, and was still detectable until at least 27 days post-infection
(DPI). FMDV was detectable in the oral fluids of some deer species until 28 to 63 DPI (Forman et al.,
197493; Gibbs et al., 197594). Therefore, through testing of saliva both earlier detection and a more effective
monitoring (as compared to traditional serological surveys for FMD and other pathogens in wildlife species)
may be theoretically achieved.
From September 2012 to January 2013 different types of feed attractants were distributed in Vitosha
National Park (near Sofia) and in Strandzha mountains in Bulgaria, for evaluating appropriate ways for
saliva collection from wild boar and wild ruminants (Tsviatko A, 2013a2). Maize, maize corns in bottle,
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Classical Swine Fever vaccine baits and cotton ropes infiltrated with different plant oils and salts were put on
places regularly visited by wildlife. The places were attended by wild boar, mouflons and red deer. It seemed
that all attractants used were consumed by wild boar. The maize itself appeared to be the best attractant. It
was consumed by wild boar, red deer and mouflons but not by roe deer. As far as it concerns wild boar they
first consumed the maize baits and then everything else. Saliva in this case can be easily collected from
cotton swabs attached to the maize cobs. The attendance by different species, individual animals and herds to
one and the same feeding location or salt lick gives good opportunities for shedding viruses among the
different wild populations and maintenance of highly contagious diseases in wildlife.
The studies continued with a mission in February 2013; below a short description accompanied by the results
obtained.

3.3.1 Winter 2013 monitoring
In February 2013 the European Commission for the Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (EUFMD) and the
Emergency Prevention System for Transboundary Animal and Plant Pests and Diseases (EMPRES) of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) conducted a small pilot field experiment in
the framework of a study commissioned by the EUFMD Standing Technical Committee and funded by the
European Commission, to investigate the options for collecting saliva from wild species using a non-invasive
(NI) approach (Tsviatko A, 2013a2). The experiment was carried out by A. Tsviatko and S. Khomenko.
The study location was Bobla Gora in Bulgaria (Tutrakan, in Silistra Oblast), a 25 km sq forest (Tsviatko A.
et al., 2013c95). In spring 2013 there were 220 red deer (8.8 animals per km sq), 80 roe deer (3.2 animals per
km sq) and 70 wild boars (2.8 animals per km sq).
Four main types of bait were developed incorporating swabs to trap saliva. The baits were distributed to
seven feeding sites (four for wild boar and three for red deer) and bait uptake (including bait taken by nontarget species) consumption by target species and swab recovery rates were recorded for four nights (19 to 23
February 2013). Additional experiments at salt licks were conducted at a separate location in Teteven (Lovec
Oblast).
Four camera traps in the infrared photo (15 seconds intervals) or video mode were set up to monitor site
attendance 24 hours a day in Tutrakan (Fig.58 and Fig.59). Tracks of animals were noted at the sites lacking
camera observations. All baits and data from camera traps were checked daily. Baits that were consumed or
disappeared were replaced with new ones. All the recovered baits or their parts were recorded. Recovered
swabs and cotton material visibly contaminated with saliva were collected into individually labeled sealable
plastic bags to be further tested for presence of species specific DNA.
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Fig.58 Camera trap at a feeding site

Fig.59 Wild boar attending different baits in the summer of 2012

Bait types used in the study (Fig.60):
1. Maize cobs with 6 swabs incorporated into each;
2. CSF vaccine bait used as attractant: the blister inside was replaced with a swab and incorporated
back into the bait;
3. vaccine bait attractant placed in a piece of plastic tube and wrapped with cotton rope
4. vaccine baits attractant wrapped in cotton gaze and ropes;
4. blocks of salt with 3-4 swabs incorporated.

1

2

3

4

5

5

Fig.60 From the left top, the images of the different bait types: bait type 1, bait type 2, bait type 3, bait type 4 ,
bait type 5.
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Feeding sites were scattered at a distance of 2-3 km from each other. At every of the four wild boar feeding
sites 5 baits of the type 1, three of the type 2, two of the type 3 were distributed (10 baits exposed per night
in total). Four baits of the type 4 were distributed only once. At the two of the red deer feeding locations,
baits of the type 1 and type 3 were used (5 maize cobs and one block of salt with 3 swabs exposed per night).
The third red deer site was baited with 10 maize cobs for one night.
Based on the observations and bait uptake results, a minimum of three family groups of wild boar, totaling at
least 11 animals, and six herds of red deer, totaling at least 32 animals, were sampled, which is 15.7% and
15.4% of their respective population estimates.

Discussion

At Bobla Gora, with a total site attendance rate of 65% (wild boar and red deer), samples of saliva were
collected using NI methods. 15.7% of the local population of wild boar (70 individuals in three family
groups) and 15.4% of red deer population (220 individuals in six herds) were sampled in 4 days (some even
repeatedly) at 7 feeding and 3 salt lick sites. Wild boar visited sites from 21:00 to 24:00 pm, while red deer
attended them in the morning and evening. One group of wild boar could be sampled even repeatedly. All
proposed bait types at Bobla Gora achieved an average uptake rate of 39% by target species and an average
swab recovery rate of 30.5%.
Tab.4 BAITS PERFORMANCE (19 - 23 February 2013 mission)

Bait types

Exposed

Bait uptake

Bait uptake by
target species

Baits recovered
with swabs

n

%

n

%

n

%

62
52
1
115

49.6
67.5
12.5
55

56
25
1
82

44.8
32.5
12.5
39

47
16
1
64

37.6
20.8
12.5
30.5

bait / nights

1. Maize cobs
2. Vaccine bait
3. Salt licks
Total

125
77
8
210

Site attendance
Over the 20 bait/nights at different locations there were a total of seven wild boas (35%) and six red deers
visits (30%). Salt licks were visited only once by red deer. Wild boar feeding sites were attended three times
by a family group of five wild boars; once by a group of six; once by a group of unknown size; and twice by
a single male wild boar. The red deer herd sizes were 2, 17, 3 and 12 animals, with two cases when it was not
possible to identify the herd size.
Bait performance
Out of all 210 exposed baits of all types 55 % were taken by both target and non-target species, 39 % were
consumed by target species only and 31 % of baits with swabs were recovered, e.g. an average 3.3 baits were
needed to collect one swab sample (Tab.4). Out of 125 maize cobs exposed 49.6 % were taken, 48.9 % were
consumed by the target species (24.0 % by wild boar and 20.4 % by red deer, difference ns). Swabs were
recovered from 37.6 % out of all exposed cobs.
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Laboratory analysis
During the 2013 February mission swabs potentially contaminated with saliva were collected to be tests for
DNA from wild boar and/or red deer. On May 2013, 153 tests were performed in the Institute of Veterinary
Medicine of Serbia96. Samples originated from wild boar (n=66; 43.1%), red deer (n=70; 45.7%), wild boar
and red deer (n=11; 7.2%) and unknown species (n=6; 4%). Five different types of non-invasive bites were
rested on DNA presence: blister (n=9; 5.9%), maize cobs (n=132; 86.3%), plastic (n=2; 1.3%), salt (n=6;
3.9%), vaccine in gaze (n=4; 2.6%).
69 out of 153 samples were tested positive on wild boar and/or red deer DNA (45%). Majority of positive
samples were from wild boar (n=38; 57.6%). It has been shown that the best DNA recovery was got from
blister type of NI swabs (66.7%), although sample size was significantly less than maize cobs from which
57.7% samples were reacted positive.

Sample structure

Non-invasive bait samples structure

35.7% of red deer samples were tested positive, with 100% DNA recovery from salt swabs. 2 out of 11
mixed wild boar and red deer samples were positive for wild boar and wild boar and red deer DNA. In 4 out
of 6 unknown samples, wild boar DNA was detected.

Different species sensitivity

DNA recovery from different NI swab types

Comparing DNA recovery from different non-invasive swabs, it has been shown that the best recovery can
be expected from salt swabs (100%), followed by blister (66.7%) and maize cobs (40.9%) samples. It also
has been shown that maize cobs are more appropriate for wild boar sampling (67.4% positive) than for red
deer (40.9%). According to the results, it can be concluded that salt swabs are the most appropriate for red
deer sampling, while blisters and maize cobs are more attractive for wild boar.
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3.3.2 Summer 2013 monitoring
During summer 2013, between July and August, a new mission was conducted by A. Tsviatko and S.
Khomenko, in order to verify the effectiveness of the NI sampling methods in a different season. First of all
my work was carring out basic statistical comparison of success and attendance rates about baits exposure
dataset. In a second stage, I calculated the recovery rates of swabs from baits. Then I compared all these
information with those of the previous mission (the ‘winter 2013 monitoring’).

Fig.61 Feeding locations and salt lick sites used during winter and summer 2013 missions.



Salt licks

During spring and summer 2013 A. Tsviatko and S. Khomenko studied the attendance by different wildlife
species at three salt lick sites located 2 km far from each other in Teteven area, Lovec Oblast (Fig.61)
(Tsviatko A., 2013c93). The observations were set up by using four camera traps in the infrared photo (15
seconds intervals) or video mode to monitor site attendance 24 hours a day. The feeding locations were
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constituted by blocks of salt wrapped into one layer of cotton gaze to collect saliva (Fig.62). Wild boar and
roe deer were the main species which attended but other species were observed by cameras.

Fig.62 Block of salt wrapped into one layer of cotton gaze to collect saliva (on the right). Roe deer and wild boar captured by the
camera trap (on the left).

I carried out basic statistical comparison of success on baits exposure data. Attendance rates were calculated
using Microsoft Excel 2010 and Microsoft Access 2010. The attendance by different animal species was
studied at three feeding locations at a distance of 2 km from each other (a pick/loan, a water point, a
pathway/curve tree). The research was done from 16/03/2013 to 19/04/2013 (early spring), when wild
ruminants are shifting from dry to fresh food, and from 01/07/2013 to 14/08/2013 (middle summer), in the
peak of grazing period. All records were organized in a database of visits by all animals having the following
fields:
 Location (salt lick n.1, n.2, n.3)
 Date (day/month/year)
 Species (i.e. wild boar, roe deer, badger, fox, wolf and wild cat)
 Number of observed animals
 Time of arrival
 Time of departure
Some of the salt licks may have 2 or more visits on the same date. Some days during the observation periods
are missing, when all cameras were not working. Though some salt licks on certain days were not attended
by any animal, we took into account of ‘zero’ data when calculating attendance rates.
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Discussion

Total number of days the salt licks were observed is 61, divided in 25 days in spring and 36 days in summer.
Mainly target species were observed. Days in which of no animal ware observed were mainly in the salt lick
n.3 in spring, in salt licks n.2 and n.3 in summer. Other species observed were rare, except for salt lick n.1 in
spring and salt lick n.3 in summer.
During spring 2013 salt lick 1 was attended 21 times by wild boar and twice by roe deer. The place was
attended at least by 3 different groups/herds of wild boar and by 3 different single animals. For the same
period salt location 2 was attended 8 times by wild boar (two herds and two singles) and 15 times by roe deer
(two herds and two singles).

Tab.5 Number of days in which animals where observed, by location, by period
Location
Early spring
Middle summer
(25 days of observation)

(36 days of observation)

15 out of 25 days
(60% of the entire period)
16 days
(64%)
3 days
(12%)

25 out of 36 days
(69,4% of the entire period)
15 days (41.6%)
12 days (33.3%)

6 days
1 day
---

(24%)
(4%)

1 day
1 day
5 days

(2.7%)
(2.7%)
(13.8%)

8 days
8 days
22 days

(32%)
(32%)
(88%)

11 days
21 days
19 days

(30.5%)
(58.3%)
(52.7%)

By target species
Salt lick n.1
Salt lick n. 2
Salt lick n.3

By non-target species
Salt lick n.1
Salt lick n. 2
Salt lick n.3

No animals observed
Salt lick n.1
Salt lick n. 2
Salt lick n.3

Salt location 3 was very newly established and was attended only twice in spring, once by adult male and
once by two other adult wild boars. The two visits by roe deer were from different animals.
Site attendance
Attendance rates from salt licks n.1, n.2 and n.3 were compared between two seasons using the Fisher Exact
Test (FET) using the GraphPad Software (2013) online calculator with 95% confidence intervals
(http://graphpad.com/quickcals/contingency1/). If we go through the exact Fisher Test, we would obtain the
following results (Tab.6).
Location
Salt lick n.1
Salt lick n.2
Salt lick n.3

Early spring
P = 0,0006
P = 0,3868
P = 0,2347

Middle summer
P = 0,0001
P = 0,3957
P = 0,3434

Comment
Statistically significant
Not statistically significant
Not statistically significant

Tab.6

Only salt lick n.1 site can be compared between the seasons because it is the only one with statistically
significant results. Querying the database on number of visits by day, by target-species, by location, we
observe a statistic curve essentially flat, i.e. 1 or 2 or 3 visits per day, both in spring and in summer, the latter
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showing a little bit more visits per day (e.g. in the salt lick 1, days reporting 3 visits were 13% of days in
spring; 24% in summer).
Answering to question: “how often other species than target-species” were observed, we can say that, 2
foxes, 10 badgers, 3 wild cats, as well as 1 wolf were observed in both seasons. In particular, badger was
observed twice in March and 4 in April (in salt lick 1), and 4 in July (in salt lick 3, and once in salt lick 2).
Regarding target-species, 222 observations of wild boars versus 42 roe deers were observed in both seasons
in the three locations (further 49 wild boars were observed in a fourth salt lick, in summer only). Roe deer
was observed mainly in salt lick 2 (i.e. water), almost twice in spring than in summer, rarely in salt lick 1 and
3. Instead, wild boars were observed as in the following table:
Location
Salt lick n.1
Salt lick n.2
Salt lick n.3

Early spring
74
16
4

Middle summer
102
8
18

Tab.7

Summarizing, salt lick 1 (i.e. pick) is markedly the site most visited, particularly in summer. In summer the
second most visited site is salt lick 3, i.e. the pathway; while in spring is salt lick 2, i.e. the water. In the salt
lick 1, a peak of observation (i.e. 28 visits) was noted between 21st and 22nd of July (summer season), for
reasons to be investigated. Also, 8 visits were observed in one day, the 8 th of July. In springtime, 1-3 April
and 7-8 April showed a pick of observation, again in the salt lick 1.
As regards of timing visits, badger speds between a few seconds and 27 minutes for each visit (only once in
salt lick 1 it spent 27 min); whereas target species show a different behavior, i.e. roe deer, mainly observed in
salt lick 2, spend between some seconds to more than 1 hour (time recorder in salt lick 2). In particular, 7 out
22 observations lasted more than fifteen minutes; 13 out 91 observations of wild boar were over 1 hour (once
over 3 hours), while 8 between half an hour and 1 hour, the rest being under 30 minutes.
No information about cotton gaze recovery is available.


Maize cob

From the 20th to the 28th of July 2013 another small pilot field experiment was conducted in Bobla Gora, near
Tutrakan (Tsviatko A., 2013c93). In this period there were 20 red deer, 60 roe deer and 30 wild boars. Only
one bait design, consisting of maize cobs with 6 swabs incorporated into each, was used (Fig.63). The baits
were distributed at 4 feeding sites intended for wild boar (the same four locations for wild boar from the
February mission) and their taking, consumption, and swab recovery rates were recorded for consequent 8
nights. Feeding sites were scattered at a distance of 2-3 km from each other. At every of the 4 wild boar
feeding sites 5 baits were distributed (20 baits with 120 swabs were exposed per night). 160 maize cobs and
960 swabs were used in total, 240 swabs per feeding sites.
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Fig.63 Maize cobs taken by red deer and recovered swabs contaminated with saliva

Discussion

Site attendance
The weather was very hot and the attendance was much lower than February. No red deer visited the baited
sites during the all eight days. Red deer definitely have migrated to the surrounding crops and will be back to
the forest during the rut period in September. Out of all 160 maize cobs, 65 (40.6 %) were taken and
consumed by wild boar during the eight days from which 126 cotton swabs (13,1 %) out of 960 were
recovered and collected. In February, attendance rate for maize cobs was 21% by wild boar. The attendance
rate per feeding site is as in the following table (Tab.8), although observation days in February were only 4,
not 8 as in July.

ATTENDANCE RATE
By wild boar

Feeding
site n.1

Feeding
site n.2

Feeding
site n.3

Feeding
site n.4

20-28 July 2013

37.5 %

12.5 %

25.0%

87.5%

19-23 February

35.0 %

100.0 %

50.0%

0%

Tab.8

Recovery rate
The recovery rate of swabs per feeding site is as in the following table (Tab.9), both for February survey
(when observation days were only 4) and July survey. We immediately notice that there is a season
variability, e.g. attendance rate and recovery rate in the 4 th location were considerably greater than other
three ones, when considering summer season, while in early spring was the 2 nd location the one reporting
best results.
RECOVERY RATE
By wild boar

Feeding
site n.1

Feeding
site n.2

Feeding
site n.3

Feeding
site n.4

20-28 July 2013

12,9%

6,2%

9,6%

23,7%

19-23 February

30.0 %

80.0 %

30.0%

0%

Tab.9
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4. Conclusions
4.1 Telemetry and home ranges study’s conclusions
The experience so far proved that tracking wild boars with GPS/GSM collar is possible and a sustainable
effort, even if expensive. However the trapping itself is challenging and tricky as well as to keep the collar
functioning on wild boar’s neck (Tsiviatko A, 2013a2). Timetable for how long animals will provide data
after collaring is difficult to be defined. The ecological data collected during the project implementation can
be used for telemetry studies about FMD risk assessments and epidemiological modeling of disease in the
local wild boar population. In a more generic context it can be used for better understanding spatio-temporal
dynamics of other swine diseases such as Classical and African swine fevers especially in areas with high
density of wild boar and where disease spread implications are politically sensitive (Tsviatko A., 2013a2).
From our GIS analysis on data collected from the tacked wild boars, we can say that these animals live in a
defined territory, sharing their space with other subjects, confirming the wild boar is a social animal. This
behavior supports the direct or indirect contact between possible infected individuals and spreading of
diseases. This is particular important for the FMD virus, very resistant in the external environment. Any
habitat type with conditions that allow contact of susceptible species with infected or carrier animals or other
products containing/carrying virus within the persistence time scale, will allow the virus to spread and to
circulate. Telemetry and home ranges analysis should be done also on the remaining 14 tracked animals to
study in depth the groups interaction in space and time, to simulate disease spread and as response to
management interventions (hunting and supplementary feeding).
Further investigations on the possible contact between wild boars and livestock or free ranging domesticated
animals should be conduct through GIS analyses, as it is evident that this matter should be tackled by a
multidisciplinary team (e.g. we would need to know any possible source of spatial data on the distribution on
livestock).
Furthermore GIS analysis about differences between nocturnal and diurnal activity of wild boars could be
done for other ecological studies. In fact, as Keuling et al., reported (86 ) the wild boar shows increased
diurnal activity on undisturbed feeding habitats with small scaled movements, especially in early summer.
The main part of activity of wild boar is used for foraging and closely correlated to sunset. On the other
hand, they are supposed to become nocturnal and wide ranging under hunting pressure. The same survey
should be conducted in Turkey to compare dissimilarity in home range and movements due to different
hunting methods.

4.2 Non-invasive sampling data analysis conclusions
During the winter mission at Bobla Gora (Tutrakan area) there was a total site attendance rate of 65% by
target species (wild boar and red deer), 15 % of the local population of wild boar and 15% of red deer
population were sampled in 4 days. Wild boar visited sites in the evening, while red deer attended them in
the morning and evening. All bait types proposed achieved an average uptake rate by target species of 39 %
and an average swab recovery rate of 31 %, e.g. average 3.3 baits were needed to collect one swab sample.
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In February, attendance rate for maize cobs was 45% by target species and 38% of baits recovered with
swabs. Generally, NI saliva collection using maize cobs appeared to be more efficient, allowing for saliva
collection from 2 species (wild boar and red deer) and had better target species uptake and swab recovery
rates. On average required exposal of 2.7 baits to recover a sample from either wild boar or red deer.
During 8 days of summer observations the attendance was much lower than February and only wild boar
visited the bait sites during the study period. 41% of maize cobs baits were taken and consumed and 13% of
swabs were recovered and collected. The season can influence the attendance of the different target species
to the bait sites: during summer red deer migrate to the crops and came back to the forest during the rut
period in September.
Collection of saliva at salt lick sites appears to be a feasible method for both deer species and wild boar. The
salt lick sites in the February mission were only visited twice by red deer. During the spring season salt licks
attendance rate by target species was 60% at site n.1 (attended especially by wild boar), followed by 62% at
site n.2 (attended especially by red deer). Salt lick n.1 site is markedly the site most visited, particularly in
summer (70%), by wild boar, followed by the site n.2 (42%).
In conclusion, early spring seem to be the better season to collect contaminated swabs from maize cob baits,
which represents the best type of attractant for both wild boar and red deer. Three baits with 6 swabs in each
seem to be the quantity necessary to collect at least 1 swab sample. Proposed survey period is 1 week, as 4
days seems to be not appropriate to recover enough samples. Finally, spring and summer are the most
appropriate seasons to reach the best attendance rate by target species at salt lick sites n.1 and n.2
Regarding the laboratory analyses, it results that 45% of samples out of all types of baits obtained from the
February mission were tested positive for wild boar and/or red deer DNA. Majority of positive samples were
from wild boar. Comparing DNA recovery from different non-invasive swabs, it has been shown that the
best recovery can be expected from salt swabs (100%), even if sample dimension was very scarce.
According to the results, it can be concluded that salt swabs are the most appropriate for red deer sampling,
while blisters and maize cobs are more attractive for wild boar. Further studies on laboratory methods for
detection of FMD virus RNA on bait swabs are in progress in Germany.
As postulated by Komenkho S. and Tsiviatko A. (97), from the present analysis the proposed NI sampling
approach provides several advantages identified as follows:
1. NI-sampling does not involve killing of animals and no dispersal of potentially infected individuals
occurs and is applicable where/when hunting is not possible/eligible
2. Check targets epi-unit (all animals attending a feeding site) frequent as needed
3. Early-warning or emergency surveillance in at risk areas in European wild ungulates can be
improved and made more flexible: early pathogen detection rather than prevalence study
4. Sampling scheme can be adjusted according to the pathogen’s stability in the environment, level of
disease risk, season, the host species composition, population densities and susceptibility to disease
of host species.
5. The approach is easy to incorporate into the existing game management practices worldwide and
samples can be easily collected by non-professionals such as hunters, game keepers, wildlife
specialists.
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6. This surveillance method could be relevant for other swine diseases in areas with high density of
wild boars such as ASF and CSF.
7. It is relatively inexpensive and available to developing countries with a potential to also find
application in extensive farming systems, for example, for monitoring of FMD in small ruminants
attending salt licks, or for sample collection from pigs.
8. The production of baits with swabs could be commercialized using the existing wild boar attractants
or on salt lick for wild ruminants.
There are also foreseeable limitations of NI sampling of wild animals:
9. Where no wildlife management system exists (with feeding locations, game keepers, game keeping
infrastructure, and transport in place) the NI sample collection will be more difficult to organize
effectively.
10. During some seasons baited locations may be poorly attended (e.g. rut, furrowing or calving seasons,
periods of high availability of natural food) and, therefore, sample collection may be less efficient.
11. Weather may negatively influence quality of saliva samples, though the latter can be partially
managed through appropriately scheduling bait distribution and swab collection.
12. Effectiveness of NI saliva collection also depends on species susceptibility to the pathogen (strain,
serotype) or ability to cause morbidity in the affected animals, as severely affected individuals are
unlikely to attend baited locations.
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